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Chapter 1
Introduction

What You Will Learn in This Chapter
What is object orientation?
The difficulties encountered with traditional development methods
How this book is organized
How to read this book

Why You Need to Read This Chapter
To understand why you should consider embracing object-oriented techniques, you need to understand the challenges of the structured paradigm and how the object paradigm addresses them.
This book describes the object-oriented (OO) paradigm, a development strategy based on the concept that systems should be built from a collection of reusable components called objects. Instead of separating data and functionality, as is done in the structured paradigm, objects encompass both. While the object-oriented paradigm sounds similar to the structured paradigm, as you will see in this book, it is actually quite different. A common mistake that many experienced developers make is to assume they have been “doing objects” all along, just because they have been applying similar software-engineering principles. The reality is you must recognize that objects are different so you can start your learning experience successfully.

1.1 The Structured Paradigm versus the Object-Oriented Paradigm

The structured paradigm is a development strategy based on the concept that a system should be separated into two parts: data (modeled using a data/persistence model) and functionality (modeled using a process model). In short, using the structured approach, you develop applications in which data is separate from behavior in both the design model and in the system implementation (that is, the program).

On the other hand, as you see in Figure 1-1, the main concept behind the object-oriented paradigm is that instead of defining systems as two separate parts (data and functionality), you now define systems as a collection of interacting objects. Objects do things (that is, they have functionality) and they know things (they have data). While this sounds similar to the structured paradigm, it really isn’t.

Consider the design of an information system for a university. Taking the structured approach, you would define the layout of a database and the design of a program to access that data. In the database would be information about students, professors, rooms, and courses. The program would enable users to enroll students in courses, assign professors to teach courses, schedule courses in certain rooms, and so on. The program would access and update the database, in effect supporting the daily business of the school.

Now consider the university information system from an object-oriented perspective. In the real world, there are students, professors, rooms, and courses. All of these things would be considered objects. In
the real world, students know things (they have names, addresses, birth dates, telephone numbers, and so on) and they do things (enroll in courses, drop courses, and pay tuition). Professors also know things (the courses they teach and their names) and they do things (input marks and make schedule requests). From a systems perspective, rooms know things (the building they're in and their room number) and should be able to do things, too (such as tell you when they are available and enable you to reserve them for a certain period of time). Courses also know things (their title, description, and who is taking the course) and should be able to do things (such as letting students enroll in them or drop them).

To implement this system, we would define a collection of classes (a class is a generic representation of similar objects) that interact with each other. For example, we would have “Course,” “Student,” “Professor,” and “Room” classes. The collection of these classes would make up our application, which would include both the functionality (the program) and the data.

As you can see, the OO approach results in a completely different view of what an application is all about. Rather than having a program that accesses a database, we have an application that exists in what is called an object space. The object space is where both the program and the data for the application reside. I discuss this concept in further detail in Chapter 5 but, for now, think of the object space as virtual memory.

1.2 How Is This Book Organized?

The Object Primer covers leading-edge OO techniques and concepts that have been proven in the development of real-world applications. It covers in detail why you should learn this new approach called object orientation, requirements techniques, such as use cases and CRC modeling, OO
The Object Primer covers everything you need to know to get you started in OO development.

DEFINITIONS

**Class.** A template from which objects are created (instantiated). Although in the real world Doug, Wayne, and Bill are all “student objects,” we would model the class “Student” instead.

**Object space.** The memory space, including all accessible permanent storage, in which objects exist and interact with one another.

**Object.** A person, place, thing, concept, event, screen, or report. Objects both know things (that is, they have data) and they do things (that is, they have functionality).

**Object-oriented paradigm.** A development strategy based on the concept of building systems from reusable components called objects.

**OO.** An acronym used interchangeably for two terms: Object-oriented and object orientation. For example, when we say OO programming, we really mean object-oriented programming. When we say this is a book that describes OO, we really mean this it is a book that describes object orientation.

**Unified Modeling Language (UML).** The definition of a standard modeling language for object-oriented software, including the definition of a modeling notation and the semantics for applying it as defined by the Object Management Group (OMG).
1.3 How to Read This Book

Programmers, Designers, and Project Managers

Read the entire book, cover to cover. It's tempting to skip to Chapter 5, which overviews object-oriented concepts, and start reading from there, but that would be a major mistake. Chapter 5 builds on many of the ideas presented in the first four chapters; therefore, reading ahead is not to your advantage.

Business Analysts and User Representatives

Chapters 3 and 4 are written specifically for you, describing in detail the techniques for gathering and validating the user requirements for an OO application. Business analysts should also read Chapter 5, which
Table 1-1. The material contained in each chapter

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chapter</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2: A New Software Paradigm</td>
<td>Discussion of the advantages and disadvantages of object orientation, why objects are here to stay, and an overview of the software process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3: Gathering Requirements</td>
<td>Description of requirements gathering techniques, including use cases, change cases, CRC modeling, interviewing, and user interface prototyping. A discussion of how the techniques work together is included.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4: Validating Requirements</td>
<td>Description of requirements validation techniques such as use case scenario testing and requirements walkthroughs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5: Object-Oriented Concepts</td>
<td>Description of the fundamental concepts of object orientation, including inheritance, polymorphism, aggregation, and encapsulation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6: Object-Oriented Analysis</td>
<td>Description of common object-oriented analysis techniques such as sequence diagrams and class diagrams. A description of how to make the transition from requirements to analysis is presented, as well as how all the techniques fit together.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7: Object-Oriented Design</td>
<td>Description of common object-oriented design techniques such as class diagrams, state chart diagrams, collaboration diagrams, and persistence models. A description of how to make the transition from analysis to design is presented, as well as how the techniques fit together.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8: Object-Oriented Programming</td>
<td>Overview of common object-oriented programming tips and techniques. A discussion of how to make the transition from design to coding is presented.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9: Object-Oriented Testing</td>
<td>Overview of the Full Lifecycle Object-Oriented Testing (FLOOT) methodology and techniques.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10: Object-Oriented Software Process</td>
<td>Overview of the Object-Oriented Software Process (OOSP) and the enhanced lifecycle of the Unified Process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11: Where to Go From Here</td>
<td>Discussion of what you need to do to continue your OO learning process, including a description of leading object technologies and techniques such as Java, Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB), C++, and component-based development.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
describes the fundamental concepts of object orientation, and Chapter 6, which describes OO analysis techniques. Both groups should also read Chapter 10, which describes the overall software process for object-oriented software—this will help put the overall effort into context for you and give you a greater appreciation of how software is developed, maintained, and supported.

Students
Like the first group of people, you should also read this book from cover to cover. Furthermore, you should read this book two or three weeks before your midterm test on object orientation, and not the night before the exam. This stuff takes a while to sink in (actually it takes much longer than a few weeks, but there’s only so much time in a school term).

1.4 What You Have Learned
The object-oriented paradigm is a software development strategy based on the idea of building systems from reusable components called objects. As you saw in Figure 1-1, the primary concept behind the object-oriented paradigm is, instead of defining systems as two separate parts (data and functionality), you now define systems as a collection of interacting objects. Objects do things (that is, they have functionality) and they know things (that is, they have data).
Your requirements define what is requested to be built.
Your analysis defines what will be built.

Chapter 6
Determining What to Build: Object-Oriented Analysis

What You Will Learn In This Chapter

- How to develop a system use case model from an essential use case model
- How to develop sequence diagrams
- How to develop a conceptual class model from a domain model
- How to develop activity diagrams
- How to develop a user interface prototype
- How to evolve your supplementary specification
- How to apply the Object Constraint Language (OCL)
- How to apply analysis patterns
- How to write user documentation
- How to apply packages on your diagrams

Why You Need to Read This Chapter

Your requirements model, although effective for understanding what your users want to have built, is not as effective at understanding what will be built. Object-oriented analysis techniques, such as system use case modeling, sequence diagramming, class modeling, activity diagramming, and user interface prototyping are used to bridge the gap between requirements and system design.
The purpose of analysis is to understand what will be built. This is similar to requirements gathering, described in Chapter 3, the purpose of which is to determine what your users want to have built. The main difference is that the focus of requirements gathering is on understanding your users and their potential usage of the system, whereas the focus of analysis shifts to understanding the system itself.

Figure 6-1 depicts the main artifacts of your analysis efforts and the relationships between them. The solid boxes indicate major analysis artifacts, whereas the dashed boxes represent your major requirements artifacts. As with the previous Figure 3-1, the arrows represent “drives“ relationships; for example, you see that information contained in your CRC model affects information in your class model and vice versa. Figure 6-1 has three important implications. First, analysis is an iterative process.

Figure 6-1.
Overview of analysis artifacts and their relationships
Second, taken together, requirements gathering and analysis are highly interrelated and iterative. As you see in Chapter 7, which describes object-oriented design techniques, analysis and design are similarly interrelated and iterative. Third, the “essential” models, your essential use case model and your essential user interface prototype, evolve into corresponding analysis artifacts—respectively, your use case model and user interface prototype. What isn’t as obvious is that your Class Responsibility Collaborator (CRC) model evolves into your analysis class model.

Your use case model describes how your users work with your system, reflecting the business rules pertinent to your system, as well as aspects of your user interface model. You can use either Unified Modeling Language (UML) sequence diagrams or UML activity diagrams to flesh out and verify the logic contained in your use cases. Furthermore, you see that sequence diagrams act as a bridge to your class model, which depicts the static structure of the classes from which your system will be built. Your user interface model, including your user interface prototype and your user interface flow diagram (see Chapter 3), also drives changes to your class model.

An important concept to note about Figure 6-1, and similarly Figures 7-1 and 8-1, is that every possible “drives” relationship is not shown. For example, as you are developing your use case model, most likely you will realize you are missing a feature in your user interface, yet a relationship doesn’t exist between these two artifacts. From a pure/academic point of view, when you realize your use case model conflicts with your user-interface model, you should first consider what the problem is, update your use case model appropriately, propagate the change to your essential use case model, and then to your essential user interface model, and, finally, into your user interface model. Yes, you may, in fact, take this route. Just as likely, and probably more so, is that you will, instead, update both your use case model and user interface model together, and then propagate the changes to the corresponding requirements artifacts. This is an important aspect of iterative development. You don’t necessarily work in a defined order; instead, your work reflects the relationships between the artifacts you evolve over time.

A second important concept is the difference between a model and a diagram. A diagram is a picture—typically consisting of bubbles connected by lines documented with labels—that depicts an abstraction of a portion or an aspect of a system. A model is also an abstraction, although it is more robust because it consists of zero or more diagrams, plus associated documentation. For example, a class model is composed of a UML class diagram and the specifications of the classes and associations depicted on that diagram, whereas a CRC model is a collection of CRC cards.
DEFINITIONS

Activity diagram. A UML diagram used to model high-level business processes or the transitions between states of a class (in this respect, activity diagrams are effectively specializations of state chart diagrams).

Class diagram. Shows the classes of a system and the associations between them.

Class model. A class diagram and its associated documentation.

Class Responsibility Collaborator (CRC) card. A standard index card that has been divided into three sections: one indicating the name of the class the card represents, one listing the responsibilities of the class, and the third listing the names of the other classes with which this one collaborates to fulfill its responsibilities.

Class Responsibility Collaborator (CRC) model. A collection of CRC cards that model all or part of a system.

Diagram. A visual representation of a problem or solution to a problem.

Essential use case. A simplified, abstract, generalized use case that captures the intentions of a user in a technology and implementation independent manner.

Essential use case model. A use case model comprised of essential use cases.

Essential user interface prototype. A low-fidelity prototype of a system’s user interface that models the fundamental, abstract characteristics of a user interface.

Model. An abstraction describing a problem domain and/or a solution to a problem domain. Traditionally models are thought of as diagrams plus their corresponding documentation, although non-diagrams, such as interview results and collections of CRC cards, are also considered to be models.

Project stakeholder. Anyone who could be materially affected by the implementation of a new system or application.

Prototype. A simulation of an item, such as a user interface or a system architecture, the purpose of which is to communicate your approach to others before significant resources are invested in the approach.

Sequence diagram. A diagram that models the sequential logic, in effect, the time ordering of messages.

Use case. A sequence of actions that provide a measurable value to an actor.

Use case diagram. A diagram that shows use cases, actors, and their interrelationships.

Use case model. A model comprised of a use case diagram, use case definitions, and actor definitions. Use case models are used to document the behavior requirements of a system.

User interface (UI). The user interface of software is the portion the user directly interacts with, including the screens, reports, documentation, and software support (via telephone, electronic mail, and so on).

User interface flow diagram. A diagram that models the interface objects of your system and the relationships between them. Also know as an interface-flow diagram, a windows navigation diagram, or an interface navigation diagram.

User interface prototype. A prototype of the user interface (UI) of a system. User interface prototypes could be as simple as a hand-drawn picture or a collection of programmed screens, pages, or reports.
6.1 System Use Case Modeling

During analysis, your main goal is to evolve your essential use cases into system use cases. The main difference between an essential use case and a system use case is, in the system use case, you include high-level implementation decisions. For example, a system use case refers to specific user-interface components—such as screens, HTML pages, or reports—something you wouldn’t do in an essential use case. During analysis, you make decisions regarding what will be built, information reflected in your use cases, and, arguably, even how it will be built (effectively design). Because your use cases refer to user interface components, and because your user interface is worked on during design, inevitably design issues will creep into your use cases. For example, a design decision is whether your user interface is implemented using browser-based technology, such as HTML pages or graphical user interface (GUI) technology such as Windows. Because your user interface will work differently depending on the implementation technology, the logic of your system use cases, which reflect the flow of your user interface, will also be affected.

What is a system use case model? Similar to essential use case models described in Chapter 3, a system use case model is composed of a use case diagram (Rumbaugh, Jacobson, and Booch, 1999) and the accompanying documentation describing the use cases, actors, and associations. Figure 6-4, which provides an example of a use case diagram, depicts a collection of use cases, actors, their associations, a system boundary box (optional), and packages (optional). A use case describes a sequence of actions that provide a measurable value to an actor and is drawn as a horizontal ellipse. An actor is a person, organization, or external system that plays a role in one or more interactions with your system. Actors are drawn as stick figures. Associations between actors and classes are indicated in use case diagrams, a relationship exists whenever an actor is involved with an interaction described by a use case. Associations also exist between use cases in system use case models, a topic discussed in the following section, something that didn’t occur in essential use case models. Associations are modeled as lines connecting use cases and actors to one another, with an optional arrow-head on one end of the line indicating the direction of the initial invocation of the relationship. The rectangle around the use cases is called the system boundary box and, as the name suggests, it delimits the scope of your system—the use cases inside the rectangle represent the functionality you intend to implement. Finally, packages are UML constructs that enable you to organize model elements (such as use cases) into groups. Packages are depicted as file folders that can be used on any of the UML diagrams, including both use case diagrams and class diagrams. Section 6.9 presents strategies to apply packages effectively in your UML models.
6.1.1 Writing System Use Cases

Writing system use cases is fairly straightforward. You begin with your essential use cases and modify them to reflect the information captured within your UML sequence diagrams (Section 6-2), your UML activity diagrams (Section 6-7), your user interface prototype (Section 6-5), and the contents of your evolved supplementary specification (Section 6-6). You will also rework your use cases to reflect opportunities for reuse, applying the UML stereotypes of <<extend>> and <<include>>, as well as the object-oriented concept of inheritance, techniques covered next in Section 6.1.2.

Consider the system use case presented in Figure 6-4. Notice how it is similar to the essential use cases of Chapter 3, with the main exceptions being the references to user interface elements and references to other use cases. The use case has a basic course of action, which is the main start-to-finish path the user will follow. It also has three alternate courses of action, representing infrequently used paths through the use case, exceptions, or error conditions. Notice how I have added an identifier, something I could have done for the essential use cases depicted in Chapter 3. It also has sections labeled “Extends,” “Includes,” and “ Inherits From” indicating the use cases, if any, with which this use case is associated. I discuss what you need to put here in Section 6.1.1.

Until now, I have presented use cases in what is called narrative style—the use case of Figure 6-2 is written this way—where the basic and alternate courses of action are written one step at a time. A second style, called the action-response style, presents use case steps in columns, one column for each actor and a second column for the system. Figure 6-3 presents the basic course of action for Figure 6-4 rewritten using this style. For the sake of brevity, I didn’t include rewritten versions of the alternate courses. Of the two columns, one is for the Student actor and one for the system, because only one actor is involved in this use case.

**DEFINITIONS**

**Extend association.** A generalization relationship where an extending use case continues the behavior of a base use case. The extending use case accomplishes this by inserting additional action sequences into the base use case sequence. This is modeled using a use case association with the <<extend>> stereotype.

**Include association.** A generalization relationship denoting the inclusion of the behavior described by a use case within another use case. This is modeled using a use case association with the <<include>> stereotype. Also known as a “uses” or a “has-a” relationship.
Name: Enroll in Seminar
Identifier: UC 17
Description: Enroll an existing student in a seminar for which he is eligible.
Preconditions: The Student is registered at the University.
Postconditions: The Student will be enrolled in the course he wants if he is eligible and room is available.
Extends: —
Includes: —
Inherits From: —

Basic Course of Action:
1. The student wants to enroll in a seminar.
2. The student inputs his name and student number into the system via “UI23 Security Login Screen.”
3. The system verifies the student is eligible to enroll in seminars at the university, according to business rule “BR129 Determine Eligibility to Enroll.”
4. The system displays “UI32 Seminar Selection Screen,” which indicates the list of available seminars.
5. The student indicates the seminar in which he wants to enroll.
6. The system validates the student is eligible to enroll in the seminar, according to the business rule “BR130 Determine Student Eligibility to Enroll in a Seminar.”
7. The system validates the seminar fits into the existing schedule of the student, according to the business rule “BR143 Validate Student Seminar Schedule.”
8. The system calculates the fees for the seminar based on the fee published in the course catalog, applicable student fees, and applicable taxes. Apply business rules “BR 180 Calculate Student Fees” and “BR45 Calculate Taxes for Seminar.”
9. The system displays the fees via “UI33 Display Seminar Fees Screen.”
10. The system asks the student whether he still wants to enroll in the seminar.
11. The student indicates he wants to enroll in the seminar.
12. The system enrolls the student in the seminar.
13. The system informs the student the enrollment was successful via “UI88 Seminar Enrollment Summary Screen.”
14. The system bills the student for the seminar, according to business rule ‘BR100 Bill Student for Seminar.”
15. The system asks the student if he wants a printed statement of the enrollment.
16. The student indicates he wants a printed statement.
17. The system prints the enrollment statement “UI89 Enrollment Summary Report.”
18. The use case ends when the student takes the printed statement.

continued on page 90
The advantage of the action-response style is it is easier to see how actors interact with the system and how the system responds. The disadvantage is, in my opinion, it is a little harder to understand the flow of logic of the use case. This is particularly true for alternate courses and their references to other courses of action. The style you choose is a matter of preference. What's important is that your team and, ideally, your organization selects one style and sticks to it.

I want to point out an important style issue pertaining to Steps 2 and 3 of the use case of Figure 6-2. I could just as easily have defined a precondition that the student has already logged into the system and has been verified as an eligible student. Actually, this should be two preconditions: one for being logged in and one for being eligible (this way, the preconditions are cohesive). To support the first precondition, being logged in, I would be tempted to write a “Log Into System” use case that would describe the process of logging in and validating the user, perhaps including alternate courses for obtaining a login identifier. This use case would be a candidate for inclusion in your common, enterprise model because it is a feature that should belong to your organization’s shared technical architecture. Cross-project issues such as this are among the topics I cover in Process Patterns (Ambler, 1998b) and More Process Patterns (Ambler, 1999), the third and fourth books in this series. The second precondition, the one for being eligible to enroll, likely doesn’t need its own use case, but I would still reference the appropriate business rule.
2. The student inputs his name and student number into the system via “UI23 Security Login Screen.”

5. The student indicates the seminar in which she wants to enroll.

11. The student indicates she wants to enroll in the seminar.

16. The student indicates she wants a printed statement.

18. The use case ends when the student takes the printed statement.

3. The system verifies the student is eligible to enroll in seminars at the university, according to business rule “BR129 Determine Eligibility to Enroll.”

4. The system displays “UI32 Seminar Selection Screen,” which indicates the list of available seminars.

6. The system validates the student is eligible to enroll in the seminar, according to the business rule “BR130 Determine Student Eligibility to Enroll in a Seminar.”

7. The system validates the seminar fits into the existing schedule of the student, according to the business rule “BR143 Validate Student Seminar Schedule.”

8. The system calculates the fees for the seminar based on the fee published in the course catalog, applicable student fees, and applicable taxes. Apply business rules “BR 180 Calculate Student Fees” and “BR45 Calculate Taxes for Seminar.”

9. The system displays the fees via “UI33 Display Seminar Fees Screen.”

10. The system asks the student whether she still wants to enroll in the seminar.

12. The system enrolls the student in the seminar.

13. The system informs the student the enrollment was successful via “UI88 Seminar Enrollment Summary Screen.”

14. The system bills the student for the seminar, according to business rule “BR100 Bill Student for Seminar.”

15. The system asks the student if she wants a printed statement of the enrollment.

17. The system prints the enrollment statement “UI89 Enrollment Summary Report.”
6.1.2 Reuse in Use Case Models: <<extend>>, <<include>>, and Inheritance

One of your goals during analysis is to identify potential opportunities for reuse, a goal you can work toward as you are developing your use case model. Potential reuse can be modeled through four generalization relationships supported by the UML use case models: extend relationships between use cases, include relationships between use cases, inheritance between use cases, and inheritance between actors.

6.1.2.1 Extend Associations Between Use Cases

An extend association, formerly called an extends relationship in the UML v1.2 and earlier, is a generalization relationship where an extending use case continues the behavior of a base use case. The extending use case accomplishes this by conceptually inserting additional action sequences into the base use case sequence. This enables an extending use case to continue the activity sequence of a base use case when the appropriate extension point is reached in the base use case and the extension condition is fulfilled. When the extending use case activity sequence is completed, the base use case continues. In Figure 6-4, you see that the use case “Enroll International Student in University” extends the use case “Enroll in University;” the notation for doing so is simply a normal use case association with the stereotype of <<extend>>. In this case, “Enroll in University” is the base use case and “Enroll International Student in University” is the extending use case.

An extending use case is, effectively, an alternate course of the base use case. In fact, a good rule of thumb is you should introduce an extending use case whenever the logic for an alternate course of action is at a complexity level similar to that of your basic course of action. I also like to introduce an extending use case whenever I need an alternate course for an alternate course; in this case, the extending use case would encapsulate both alternate courses. Many use case modelers avoid the use of extend associations as this technique has a tendency to make use case diagrams difficult to understand. My preference is to use extend associations sparingly. Note that the extending use case—in this case “Enroll International Student in University”—would list “UC33 Enroll in University,” the base use case, in its “Extends” list.

Just as you indicate the point at which the logic of an alternate course replaces the logic of a portion of the basic course of action for a use case, you need to be able to do the same thing for an extending use case. This is accomplished through the use of an extension point, which is simply a marker in the logic of a base use case indicating where extension is allowed. Figure 6-5 presents an example of how an extension point would be indicated in the basic course of action of the “Enroll in University” use case.
case. Notice how the identifier and the name of the use case is indicated. If several use cases extended this one from the same point, then each one would need to be listed. A condition statement, such as “Condition: Enrollee is an international student,” could have been indicated immediately following the name of the use but, in this example, it was fairly obvious what was happening.

6.1.2.2 Include Associations Between Use Cases
A second way to indicate potential reuse within use case models exists in the form of include associations. An include association, formerly known as a uses relationship in the UML v1.2 and earlier, is a generalization relationship denoting the inclusion of the behavior described by another use case. The best way to think of an include association is that it is the invocation of a use case by another one. In Figure 6-4, notice that the use case...
“Enroll in University” includes the use case “Enroll in Seminar”; the notation for doing so is simply a normal use case association with the stereotype of <<include>>. Figure 6-6 presents an example of how you would indicate where the use case is included in the logic of the including use case. Similar to calling a function or invoking an operation within source code, isn’t it? Object-oriented programming is covered in Chapter 8.

You use include associations whenever one use case needs the behavior of another. Introducing a new use case that encapsulates similar logic that occurs in several use cases is quite common. For example, you may discover that several use cases need the behavior to search for and then update information about students, indicating the potential need for an “Update Student Record” use case included by the other use cases.

As you would expect, the use case “Enroll in University” should list “UC17 Enroll in Seminar” in its “Includes” list. Why should you bother maintaining an “Includes” and an “Extends” list in your use cases? The answer is simple: Your use cases should stand on their own; you shouldn’t expect people to have your use case diagram in front of them. Yes, it would be nice if everyone has access to the use case diagram because it also contains this information, but the reality is that sometimes you use different tools to document each part of your model. For example, your diagrams could be drawn using a drawing package and your use cases documented in a word processor. Some of your project stakeholders may have access to the word processor you are using, but not the drawing package. The main disadvantage of this approach is you need to maintain these two lists in parallel with the diagram, the danger being they may become unsynchronized.

Figure 6-6. Indicating the inclusion of a use case
6.1.2.3 Inheritance

Use cases can inherit from other use cases, offering a third opportunity to indicate potential reuse. Figure 6-4 depicts an example of this, showing that “Enroll Family Member in University” inherits from the “Enroll In University” use case. Inheritance between use cases is not as common as either the use of extend or include associations, but it is still possible. The inheriting use case would completely replace one or more of the courses of action of the inherited use case. In this case, the basic course of action is completely rewritten to reflect that new business rules are applied when the family member of a professor is enrolling at the university. Family members are allowed to enroll in the school, regardless of the marks they earned in high school; they don’t have to pay any enrollment fees, and they are given top priority for enrollment in the university.

Inheritance between use cases should be applied whenever a single condition, in this case, the student is a family member of a professor, would result in the definition of several alternate courses. Without the option to define an inheriting use case, you need to introduce an alternate course to rework the check of the student’s high-school marks, the charging of enrollment fees, and for prioritization of who is allowed to enroll in the given semester.

The inheriting use case is much simpler than the use case from which it inherits. It should have a name, description, and identifier, and it should also indicate from which use case it inherits in the “Inherits From” section. In sections that you replace, you may need to rewrite the preconditions, postconditions, or courses of action. If something is not replaced, then leave that section blank, assuming it is inherited from the parent use case (you might want to put text, such as “see parent use case,” in the section).

The fourth opportunity for indicating potential reuse within use case models occurs between actors: An actor on a use case diagram can inherit from another actor. An example of this is shown in Figure 6-4, where the “International Student” actor inherits from “Student.” An international student is a student, the only difference being he or she is subject to different rules and policies (for instance, the international student pays more in tuition). The standard UML notation for inheritance, the open-headed arrow, is used and the advice presented about the appropriate use of inheritance still applies: It should make sense to say the inheriting actor is or is like the inherited actor.

6.1.3 Good Things to Know About Use Case Modeling

An important thing to understand about use case models is that the associations between actors and use cases indicate the need for interfaces. When the actor is a person, then to support the association, you need to develop user interface components, such as screens and reports. When
the actor is an external system, then you need to develop a system interface, perhaps a data file transfer or a real-time online link to the external system. For example, in the “Enroll in Seminar” use case of Figure 6-2, the Student actor interacts with the system via several major UI components, particularly “UI23 Security Login Screen,” “UI32 Seminar Selection Screen,” “UI33 Display Seminar Fees Screen,” “UI88 Seminar Enrollment Summary Screen,” and “UI89 Enrollment Summary Report.”

Second, use cases are often written under the assumption that you can exit at any time. For example, in the middle of the “Enroll in Seminar” use case, the student may decide to give up and try again later or the system may crash because the load on it is too great. The description of the use case doesn’t include these as alternate courses because it would greatly increase the complexity of the use case without adding much value. Instead, it is assumed, if one of these events occurs, that the use case simply ends and the right thing will happen. However, your subject matter experts (SMEs) may want to define nonfunctional requirements that describe how situations such as this should be handled.

Third, in my opinion, use case modeling has received far more attention than it actually deserves. Yes, it is a useful technique but no, it isn’t the be-all-and-end-all of requirements and analysis modeling. You saw in Chapter 3 that essential use case modeling is one technique of several you can use to gather requirements and, as you see in this chapter, it is also one of several techniques to perform object-oriented analysis. Don’t let the marketing hype of CASE tool vendors and object-oriented consultants deceive you into thinking everything should be “use case driven.” Use case modeling is merely one of many important techniques you should have in your modeling toolkit.

Fourth, although the reuse techniques—extend associations, include associations, and inheritance—are useful, don’t overuse them. Include associations and, to a lesser degree, extend associations, lead to functional decomposition within your use case model. The problem is use cases are not meant to describe functions within your source code; they are meant to describe series of actions that offer value to actors. A good rule of thumb to use is if you are able to describe a use case with a single sentence, then you have likely decomposed it too much, something that occurs when you apply include associations too often. Another rule of thumb is, if you have more than two levels of include associations, for example, if use case A includes use case B, which includes use case C, then two levels of include exist, and then you are in danger of functional decomposition. The same can be said of extend associations between use cases, as well as inheritance.
6.1.4 Use Case Modeling Tips and Techniques

In this section, I want to share a collection of tips and techniques I have found useful over the years to improve the quality of my system use case models.

1. **Write from the point-of-view of the actor in the active voice.** Use cases should be written in the active voice: “The student indicates the seminar,” instead of in the passive voice, “The seminar is indicated by the student.” Furthermore, use cases should be written from the point-of-view of the actor. After all, the purpose of use cases is to understand how your users will work with your system.

2. **Write scenario text, not functional requirements.** A use case describes a series of actions that provide value to an actor; it doesn’t describe a collection of features. For example, the use case of Figure 6-2 describes how a student interacts with the system to enroll in a seminar. It doesn’t describe what the user interface looks like or how it works. You have other models to describe this important information, such as your user interface model and your supplementary specifications. Object-oriented analysis is complex, which is why you have several models to work with, and you should apply each model appropriately.

3. **A use case is neither a class specification nor a data specification.** This is the sort of information that should be captured by your conceptual model, described in Section 6.3, which in the object world is modeled via a UML class model. You are likely to refer to classes described in your conceptual model; for example, the “Enroll in Seminar” use case includes concepts, such as seminars and students, both of which would be described by your conceptual model. Once again, use each model appropriately.

4. **Don’t forget the user interface.** System use cases often refer to major user interface (UI) elements, often called boundary or simply user interface items, and sometimes minor UI elements as appropriate.

5. **Create a use case template.** As you can see in Figure 6-2, use cases include a fair amount of information, information that can easily be documented in a common format. You should consider either developing your own template based on what you have learned in this book or adopting an existing one you have either purchased with an object modeling tool or downloaded from the Internet.
6. **Organize your use case diagrams consistently.** Common practice is to draw inheritance and extend associations vertically, with the inheriting/extending use case drawn below the parent/base use case. Similarly, include associations are typically drawn horizontally. Note that these are simple rules of thumb, rules that, when followed consistently, result in diagrams that are easier to read.

7. **Don’t forget the system responses to the actions of actors.** Your use cases should describe both how your actors interact with your system and how your system responds to those interactions. With the “Enroll in Seminar” use case, had the system not responded when the student indicated she wanted to enroll in a seminar, I suspect the student would soon become discouraged and walk away. The system wasn’t doing anything to help the student fulfill her goals.

8. **Alternate courses of action are important.** Start with the happy path, the basic course of action, but don’t forget the alternate courses as well. Alternates courses will be introduced to describe potential usage errors, as well as business logic errors and exceptions. This important information is needed to drive the design of your system, so don’t forget to model it in your use cases.

9. **Don’t get hung up on <<include>> and <<extend>> associations.** I’m not quite sure what happened, but I’ve always thought the proper use of include and extend associations, as well as uses and extends associations in older versions of the Unified Modeling Language (UML), were never described well. As a result, use case modeling teams had a tendency to argue about the proper application of these associations, wasting an incredible amount of time on an interesting, but minor, portion of the overall modeling technique. I even worked at one organization that went so far as to outlaw the use of the <<include>> and <<extend>> stereotypes, an extreme solution that had to be reversed after a few weeks when the organization realized it still needed these concepts, even though the organization hadn’t come to a full agreement as to their proper use. Anyway, I believe Section 6.1.2 does a good job explaining how to apply these associations effectively.

10. **Use cases drive user documentation.** The purpose of user documentation is to describe how to work with your system. Each use case describes a series of actions taken by actors using your system. In short, use cases contain the information from which you can start writing your user documentation. For example, the
“how to enroll in a seminar” section of your system’s user documentation could be written using the “Enroll in Seminar” use case as its base.

11. **Use cases drive presentations.** Part of software development is communicating your work efforts with project stakeholders, resulting in the occasional need to give presentations. Because use cases are written from the point-of-view of your users, they contain valuable insight into the type of things your users are likely to want to hear about in your presentations. In other words, use cases often contain the logic from which to develop presentation scripts.

### 6.2 Sequence Diagrams: From Use Cases to Classes

Sequence diagrams (Rumbaugh, Jacobson, and Booch, 1999) are used to model the logic of usage scenarios. A usage scenario is exactly what its name indicates—the description of a potential way your system is used. The logic of a usage scenario may be part of a use case, perhaps an alternate course. It may also be an entire pass through a use case, such as the logic described by the basic course of action or a portion of the basic course of action, plus one or more alternate scenarios. The logic of a usage scenario may also be a pass through the logic contained in several use cases. For example, a student enrolls in the university, and then immediately enrolls in three seminars. Figure 6-7 models the basic course of action for the “Enroll in Seminar” use case. Sequence diagrams model the flow of logic within your system in a visual manner, enabling you both to document and validate your logic, and are commonly used for both analysis and design purposes.

The boxes across the top of the diagram represent classifiers or their instances, typically use cases, objects, classes, or actors. Because you can send messages to both objects and classes, objects respond to messages through the invocation of an operation, and classes do so through the invocation of static operations, it makes sense to include both on

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>DEFINITIONS</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Major user interface element.</strong> A large-grained item, such as a screen, HTML page, or report.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Minor user interface element.</strong> A small-grained item, such as a user input field, menu item, list, or static text field.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Supplementary specification.</strong> An artifact where all requirements not contained in your use case model, user interface model, or domain model are documented.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
sequence diagrams. Because actors initiate and take an active part in usage scenarios, they are also included in sequence diagrams. Objects have labels in the standard UML format “name: ClassName,” where “name” is optional (objects that haven’t been given a name on the diagram are called anonymous objects). Classes have labels in the format “ClassName,” and actors have names in the format “Actor Name”—both UML standards as well. For example, in Figure 6-7, you see the Student actor has the name “A Student” and is labeled with the stereotype <<actor>>. The instance of the major UI element representing “UI32 Seminar Selection Screen,” is an anonymous object with the name “:SeminarSelector” and the stereotype <<UI>>. The “Student” class is indicated on the diagram, the box with the name “Student,” because the static message “isEligible(name, studentNumber)” is sent to it. More on this later. The instance of “Student” was given a name “theStudent” because it is used in several places as a parameter in a message, whereas the instance of the “StudentsFees” class didn’t need to be referenced anywhere else in the diagram and, thus, could be anonymous.

The dashed lines hanging from the boxes are called object lifelines, representing the life span of the object during the scenario being modeled. The long, thin boxes on the lifelines are method-invocation boxes indicating that processing is being performed by the target object/class to fulfill a message. The X at the bottom of a method-invocation box is a UML convention to indicate that an object has been removed from memory, typically the result of receiving a message with the stereotype of <<destroy>>.

Messages are indicated by labeled arrows, when the source and target of a message is an object or class the label is the signature of the method invoked in response to the message. However, if either the source or target is a human actor, then the message is labeled with brief text describing the information being communicated. For example, the “:EnrollInSeminar” object sends the message “isEligibleToEnroll(theStudent)” to the instance of “Seminar.” Notice how I include both the method’s name and the name of the parameters, if any, passed into it. Figure 6-7 also indicates that the Student actor provides information to the “:SecurityLogon” object via the messages labeled “name” and “student number” (these really aren’t messages; they are actually user interactions). Return values are optionally indicated as using a dashed arrow with a label indicating the return value. For example, the return value “theStudent” is indicated coming back from the “Student” class as the result of invoking a message, whereas no return value is indicated as the result of sending the message “isEligibleToEnroll(theStudent)” to “seminar.” My style is not to indicate the return values when it’s obvious what is being returned, so I don’t clutter my sequence diagrams (as you can see, sequence diagrams get complicated fairly quickly).
Figure 6-7.
A UML sequence diagram for the basic course of action for Figure 6-2
Messages fulfill the logic of the steps of the use case, summarized down the left-hand side of the diagram. Notice how the exact wording of the use case steps isn’t used because the steps are often too wordy to fit nicely on a diagram. What is critical is that the step numbers correspond to those in the use case and that the general idea of the step is apparent to the reader of the diagram.

Notice the use of stereotypes throughout the diagram. For the boxes, I applied the stereotypes <<actor>>, <<controller>>, and <<UI>> indicating that they represent an actor, a controller class, or a user interface (UI) class, respectively. For now, a controller class is a placeholder for one or more classes that would be fleshed out during design (Chapter 7) to implement the business logic of your system. As you see in Chapter 7, you want to layer your system, separating your user interface logic, business logic, system logic, and persistence logic away from each other. Stereotypes are also used on messages. Common practice on UML diagrams is to indicate creation and destruction messages with the stereotypes of <<create>> and <<destroy>>, respectively. For example, you see that the “:SecurityLogon” object is created in this manner (actually, this message would likely be sent to the class that would then result in a return value of the created object, so I cheated a bit). This object later
destroys itself in a similar manner, presumably when the window is closed. In Java and C++, methods that create objects are called constructors, and in C++, methods that destroy objects are called destructors (Java automatically manages memory, whereas C++ doesn't, so Java doesn't require destructor methods).

I used a UML note; notes are basically free-form text that can be placed on any UML diagram, to provide a header for the diagram, indicating its title and identifier (as you may have noticed, I give unique identifiers to everything). Notes are depicted as a piece of paper with the top-right corner folded over. I also used a note to indicate future work that needs to be done, either during analysis or design; in this diagram, the “qualifications()” message likely represents a series of messages sent to the student object. Common UML practice is to anchor a note to another model element with a dashed line when appropriate, as you see in Figure 6-7, with the note attached to the message.

When I developed the sequence diagram of Figure 6-7, I made several decisions that could potentially affect my other models. For example, as I modeled Step 10, I made the assumption (arguably, a design decision) that the fee display screen also handled the verification by the student that the fees were acceptable. This decision should be reflected by the user interface prototype, the topic of Section 6.5, and verified by my SMEs. Sequence diagramming is something you should be doing together with your SMEs, particularly sophisticated ones who understand how to develop models such as this. Also, as I was modeling Steps 2 and 3, I came to the realization that students should probably have passwords to get into the system. I brought this concept up with my SMEs and discovered I was wrong: the combination of name and student number is unique enough for our purposes and the university didn’t want the added complexity of password management. This is an interesting decision that would be documented in the supplementary specification, likely as a business rule, because it is an operating policy of the university. By verifying this idea with my SMEs, instead of assuming I knew better than everyone else, I avoided an opportunity for goldplating and, thus, reduced the work my team would need to do to develop this system.

Regarding style issues for sequence diagramming, I prefer to draw messages going from left-to-right and return values from right-to-left, although that doesn’t always work with complex objects/classes. I justify the label on messages and return values, so they are closest to the arrowhead. As mentioned earlier, I prefer not to indicate return values on sequence diagrams to simplify the diagrams whenever possible. However, equally valid is to decide always to indicate return values, particularly when your sequence diagram is used for design instead of analysis (I like my analysis diagrams to be as simple as possible and my design diagrams...
to be as thorough as possible). During analysis, my goal is to understand the logic and to ensure I have it right. During design, I then flesh out the exact details, as the note reminds me to do with the “qualifications()” message in Figure 6-7. I also prefer to layer the sequence diagrams from left-to-right. I indicate the actors, then the controller class(es), and then the user interface class(es), and, finally, the business class(es). During design, you probably need to add system and persistence classes, which I usually put on the right-most side of sequence diagrams. Laying your sequence diagrams in this manner often makes them easier to read and also makes it easier to find layering logic problems, such as user interface classes directly accessing persistence classes (more on this in Chapter 7).

Interesting to note is the style of logic changed part way through the sequence diagram of Figure 6-7. The user interface was handling some of the basic logic at first—particularly the login—yet for selecting the seminar, and then verifying it, the controller class did the work. This is actually a design issue. I wouldn’t get too worked up over this but, as always, I suggest choosing one style for now and sticking to it.

Although Figure 6-7 models the logic, the basic course of action for the “Enroll in Seminar” use case, how would you go about modeling alternate courses? The most common way to do so is to create a single sequence diagram for each alternate course, as you see depicted in Figure 6-8. This diagram models only the logic of the alternate course, as you can tell by the numbering of the steps on the left-hand side of the diagram. The header note for the diagram indicates that it is an alternate course of action. Also notice how the ID of this diagram includes that this is alternate course B, yet another modeling rule of thumb I have found useful over the years.
You may have heard terms such as dynamic modeling and static modeling bantered about by other developers familiar with object-oriented modeling techniques. You may even have heard arguments about the merits of each style. Dynamic modeling techniques focus on identifying the behavior within your system. These techniques include sequence diagramming and activity diagramming (both of which are described in this chapter) and collaboration diagramming, described in Chapter 7. Static modeling focuses on the static aspects of your system, including the classes, their attributes, and the associations between classes. Class models, described in this chapter, are the main artifact of static modeling, as are persistence models, which are described in Chapter 7. Both dynamic and static modeling techniques are required to specify an object-oriented system adequately, which makes the “dynamic modeling versus static modeling” debates questionable at best.

The sequence diagram of Figure 6-8 is simpler than that of Figure 6-7; this is generally the case of alternate courses. I modeled the return value from the “isEligibleToEnroll(theStudent)” message because this is what causes the alternate course to occur in the first place. This arguably points to the need always to model return values in your sequence diagrams. I still prefer to keep my diagrams as simple as possible, though, so I model them only when the information is vital to my understanding of the logic. I also chose to show the ineligibility notice as its own user-interface element, once again bordering on a design decision that would need to be reflected in the user interface prototype. I also modeled that the prerequisites list is displayed as part of the seminar details user interface element, which is more than the use case currently calls for. This implies that I should verify the change with my SMEs because I have effectively increased the requirements although, by doing so, I have likely indicated an opportunity for both reuse and an overall simplification of the system.
tial design. As you can see with this example, the line between analysis and design is fuzzy with object-oriented development; experienced developers new to objects can take time to get used to this. Finally, I left the “Student” actor in the diagram, even though no direct interaction occurs at this point because this actor is referred to in the steps of the use case.

6.2.1 How to Draw Sequence Diagrams

The following steps describe the fundamental tasks of sequence diagramming, tasks you perform in an iterative manner.

1. **Identify the scope of the sequence diagram.** Begin by identifying what you are modeling. Is it the basic course of action for a single use case? A single alternate course? The combination of the basic course of action and one or more alternate courses? Logic from several use cases? Once you identify the scope of your diagram, you should add a label at the top, using a note, indicating an appropriate title for the diagram and a unique identifier for it. You may also want to include the date and also the names of the authors of the diagram.

2. **List the use case steps down the left-hand side.** I like to start a sequence diagram by writing a summary of the original use case text in the left-hand margin, as you saw in Figure 6-7 and Figure 6-8. This logic is what you are modeling, so you might as well have it on your diagram from the start. Rosenberg and Scott (1999) point out this also provides valuable traceability information between your use cases and sequence diagrams.

3. **Introduce boxes for each actor.** Introduce a box for each actor across the top of your diagram. I prefer to put actors that represent humans and organizations on the left-hand side and those that represent external systems on the right-hand side. Label each box with the <<actor>> stereotype.

4. **Introduce controller class(es).** My style is to introduce at least one controller class whose purpose is to mediate the logic described by the use case steps. This business logic typically doesn’t belong in your user interface classes. Instead, it should be encapsulated by business classes (a controller class is a type of business class). Later, during design, you will likely refactor this logic into one or more classes to reflect issues with your chosen implementation technologies. Label each box with the <<controller>> stereotype.
5. **Introduce a box for each major UI element.** Major user interface elements, and minor ones for that matter, are implemented as classes in object-oriented systems. Therefore, they should be modeled as a box in a sequence diagram. My style is to list the UI elements to the immediate right of the controller class(es). Label each box with the `<<UI>>` stereotype.1

6. **Introduce a box for each included use case.** Although I didn’t include this in an example, included use cases are treated just like objects. Mark them with the stereotype `<<use case>>` and give them a name in the format “id:Use case name,” such as “UC17:Enroll in Seminar.” To indicate that the use case is being invoked by a step, I simply send it a message with the stereotype of `<<uses>>`.

7. **Identify appropriate messages for each use case step.** Going one step at a time, walk through the process logic for the scenario, identifying each message that needs to be sent and its destination. The sequencing of the messages is implied on the diagram by the order of the messages themselves, starting at the top-left corner of the diagram. When you are drawing sequence diagrams, the important task is to get the logic right; you effectively flesh out your logic as you identify messages for each step. Also, don’t forget that an object or class can send a message to itself, as you saw in Figure 6-7.

8. **Add a method-invocation box for each invocation of a method.** Every time an object or class receives a message, a method is invoked. To represent this, you should include a method-invocation box to the lifeline of the target. The incoming message will be received at the top of the box and, to fulfill the logic of the step, you may find the target needs to send messages to other objects and classes, which, in turn, invoke methods on those new targets. From the box, messages may be sent to other objects that, in turn, invoke methods within those targets. Eventually, this method will complete; therefore, the method invocation box “stops” and, possibly, a value is returned to the original sender of the message.

---

1 Stereotypes in the UML typically begin with a lowercase letter. However, because I am using the term “UI” for the stereotype label, instead of “user interface,” I have chosen to capitalize it. Also, in Chapter 3, I was using the stereotype `<<Actor>>` instead of `<<actor>>` on the Class Responsibility Collaborator (CRC) cards. I did this for two reasons. First, CRC models are not part of the UML and, therefore, don’t have to comply with UML practices. Second, I did it to show you the world won’t end if you break the rules a bit. I’ve lost track of the amount of time, easily in the hundreds of hours, that I’ve wasted in conversations during modeling sessions over nitpicky issues such as this. Your goal is to model your system accurately in a way that is understandable to the people involved; whether you use `<<Actor>>` or `<<actor>>` as a stereotype is barely relevant when the big picture is taken into consideration.
9. Add destruction messages where appropriate. At the end of a method invocation, the target object may be destroyed. This is common for transitory objects such as user interface elements and for business objects deleted as the result of an operation. Therefore, a message with the stereotype <<destroy>> should be sent to the object and the method-invocation box labeled with an X at its bottom. Sometimes an object will destroy itself, as you saw in Figure 6-7.

10. Add your business classes and objects. As you identify messages you also need to identify targets for those messages, targets that will inevitably be classes or objects. The appropriate classes (objects are instances of classes) should be in your conceptual model (if not, then you need to add them). Use the class names from your conceptual model for the names of the classes in your sequence diagrams (any business class that appears on a sequence diagram should also appear in your conceptual model). For now, don’t worry too much whether an object or a class should be the target of a message. You can always rework your diagram if you get it wrong at first. The important thing is to get the fundamental idea correct, and then you can go back to perfect it later. Remember to layer your classes and objects as described in previous steps. Also, you may find you need several instances of the same class on a single sequence diagram. For example, had I modeled a scenario in which a student enrolled in three different seminars, then I would have included three seminar objects in the diagram.

11. Update your class model. Because you are sequence diagramming, you will identify new responsibilities for classes and objects, and, sometimes, even for new classes. Remember, each message sent to a class invokes a static method/operation on that class, an operation that should appear on your class model. Similarly, each message sent to an object invokes an operation on that object, an operation that should also appear on your class model. Sequence diagramming is a significant source for identifying behavior to be modeled on your class model, the subject of Section 6.3.

12. Update your user interface model. As you work through the logic of each scenario, you may discover you are missing features in your user interface or you have modeled some features inappropriately. When you discover this, you should work together with your SMEs to identify the proper way for your user interface to work, the topic of Section 6.5.
13. **Update your use case model.** As you are sequence diagramming, you may find errors in your original use case logic, errors that need to be fixed on both your sequence diagram(s) and in your use case(s). As always, validate any use case changes with your SMEs first.

### 6.2.2 Why and When Should You Draw Sequence Diagrams?

You want to draw sequence diagrams for several reasons. First and foremost, sequence diagrams are a great way to validate and flesh out your logic (not that this should stop you from use case scenario testing, as described in Chapter 4). Second, sequence diagrams are a great way to document your design, at least from the point-of-view of use cases. Third, sequence diagrams are a great mechanism for detecting bottlenecks in your design. By looking at what messages are being sent to an object, and by looking at roughly how long it takes to run the invoked method, you quickly get an understanding of where you need to change your design to distribute the load within your system. In fact, some CASE tools even enable you to simulate this aspect of your software. Finally, sequence diagrams often give you a feel for which classes in your application are going to be complex, which, in turn, is an indication you may need to draw state chart diagrams for those classes (UML state chart diagrams are described in Chapter 8).

### 6.2.3 How to Document Sequence Diagrams

I generally don’t develop documentation specific to sequence diagrams. Sequence diagrams provide a bridge between your use cases and your class model. Everything that is shown in a sequence diagram is documented in these models. For example, the steps depicted by the sequence diagram are documented by your use cases. The boxes across the top of the diagram are documented.

### 6.2.4 A Good Thing to Know About Sequence Diagrams

You need to do at least one sequence diagram for each use case and, often, you will create several for each use case. Because the diagram should match the narrative flow of the use case, Rosenberg and Scott
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**DEFINITION**

**Transitory object.** An object that is not saved to permanent storage.
(1999) point out that if you are having problems getting started drawing sequence diagrams for a use case, then you likely wrote the use case incorrectly and should reconsider its logic. They also point out that sequence diagramming is the primary vehicle for allocating behavior.

During analysis, you will begin to add solution-space objects to the problem-domain objects (from your CRC model), including controller and user interface objects. Furthermore, during design, Rosenberg and Scott (1999) also point out that you will infrastructure objects such as system and persistence objects, scaffolding, and other helper objects into your models.

6.3 Conceptual Modeling: Class Diagrams

Class models (Rumbaugh, Jacobson, and Booch, 1999) are the mainstay of object-oriented analysis and design. Before the UML, most methodologies called them object models instead of class models. Class models are created by using many of the modeling concepts and notations discussed in Chapter 5. Class models show the classes of the system, their interrelationships (including inheritance, aggregation, and association), and the operations and attributes of the classes. During analysis, you use class models to represent your conceptual model, an expansion of the domain model described in Chapter 3, because it shows greater detail and a wider range of detail. Conceptual models are used to depict your detailed understanding of the problem space for your system. During design, this model is evolved further to include classes that address the solution space, as well as the problem space.

The easiest way to begin conceptual modeling is to use your domain model as a base. In this case, you will take your Class Responsibility Collaborator (CRC) model (Beck and Cunningham, 1989) and convert it directly into a UML class diagram. CRC models show the initial classes of a system, their responsibilities, and the basic relationships (in the form of a list of collaborators) between those classes. While a CRC model provides an excellent overview of a system, it doesn’t provide the details
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In the original edition of this book, written in 1995, I argued for, and then used, the term “class model,” instead of “object model,” for the simple reason that you use them to model classes and their relationships, not objects.
needed to actually build it. Luckily, those details have been captured in the notes taken down by the scribe(s) during CRC modeling. Figure 6-9 depicts the CRC model we developed in Chapter 3, the “SecurityLogon” class identified in the sequence diagrams earlier has been introduced to CRC model, and Figure 6-10 depicts the UML class diagram that would be created based on that CRC model.

For each card in the CRC model, you create a concrete class in the class diagram, with the exception of cards that represent actors (actors exist in the real world). Notice how the names stayed the same (spaces were removed

![CRC model](image-url)
from the names to follow the naming convention of ClassName). Next, the collaborators on CRC cards indicate the need for an association, aggregation association, or dependency between classes. I modeled dependencies between user interface classes and the business classes with which they collaborate because user interface classes are transitory in nature, implying the associations they are involved with are transitory and, hence, should be modeled as dependencies. Whenever a collaboration occurred between two business classes, I modeled an association for now. As you see later, these associations may, in fact, prove to be aggregation associations but, for now, it is good enough simply to have modeled the line.

Consider the associations modeled in Figure 6-10. The “waiting list” association between “Seminar” and “Student” was added, modeling the similarly named responsibility on the “Seminar” CRC card. I could have added an attribute in the “Seminar” class called “waitingList” but, instead, chose to model it as an association because that is what it actually represents: that seminar objects maintain a waiting list of zero or more student objects. In Chapter 5, I showed that associations are implemented as a combination of attributes and operations so, frankly, you may as well add the attribute to the model now and get it over with. The “waiting list” association is unidirectional because there was neither a
corresponding collaborator indicated by the “Student” card nor did a responsibility indicate that the “Student” card had knowledge of being on a waiting list. I modeled an “enrolled in” association between the “Student” and “EnrollmentRecord” classes to support the similarly named responsibility on the “Student” CRC card. For this association, it appears student objects know what enrollment records they are involved with, recording the seminars they have taken in the past, as well as the seminars in which they are currently involved. This association would be traversed to calculate their student object’s average mark and to provide information about seminars taken. There is also an “enrolled in” association between “EnrollmentRecord” and “Seminar” to support the capability for student objects to produce a list of seminars taken. The “instructs” association between the “Professor” class and the “Seminar” class is bidirectional because professor objects know what seminars they instruct (the Seminar’s instructing responsibility) and seminar objects know who instructs them (the Instructor responsibility).

Other than the previously noted exceptions, the responsibilities on the CRC cards were modeled either as attributes or methods of the corresponding classes. The “Student” class is interesting because I chose to model the “Average mark received” responsibility as an attribute and not a method. How this responsibility is actually implemented is a design decision, one I don’t need to make now. I have made a good guess as to how to implement this responsibility and moved on to other issues. It is too early in the modeling process to worry about nitpicky issues like this: The “Student” class could go away, based on another design decision (unlikely, but...), so why invest a lot of effort getting the details right when close enough works just as well? My style is to name attributes and methods using the formats attributeName and methodName(parameterName), respectively, which happen to be the common naming conventions for both Java (Vermeulen et al., 2000) and C++.

Also notice, in Figure 6-10, how I haven’t modeled the visibility of the attributes and methods to any great extent. Visibility is an important issue during design but, for now, it can be ignored. Also notice, I haven’t defined the full method signatures for the classes. Yes, I have indicated the parameters, but not their type. And I haven’t indicated the return value from each method either, another task I typically leave to design.

Now consider the user interface classes. I didn’t bother to list the attributes because they are modeled well enough by the prototype and...
eventual user interface design. The purpose of models is to describe your system adequately, rarely to describe it thoroughly. Yes, I could create detailed classes for each UI class in my model, but what value would that be? It sounds like a lot of work for little return, particularly when more than enough details are in the user interface model already. Also, as you can see in Figure 6-10, the UI classes have made quite a mess of the diagram, requiring the modeling of a lot of dependencies that add significant clutter without communicating much valuable information. This information could be better recorded as part of your user interface model; a simple spreadsheet listing each major UI element and the business classes on which they are dependent should be sufficient.

Figure 6-11 presents a revised version of Figure 6-10; the user interface classes have been removed and the multiplicity of the associations have been modeled. Based on what the SMEs tell you and on the information contained in the notes your scribe(s) took as part of requirements gathering, you should be able to make educated guesses at the multiplicities of each association. In Figure 6-11, I was able to determine with certainty, based on this information, the multiplicities for all but one association and, for that one, I marked it with a note to myself. Notice my use of question marks in the note. As mentioned in Chapter 5, my style is to mark unknown information on my diagrams this way to remind myself that I need to look into it.

In Figure 6-11, I also modeled a UML constraint, in this case “{ordered FIFO},” on the association between “Seminar” and “Student.” The basic idea is that students are put on the waiting list on a first-come, first-out (FIFO) basis. In other words, the students are put on the waiting list in order. UML constraints are used to model complex and/or important information accurately in your UML diagrams. UML constraints are modeled using the format “{constraint description}” format, where the constraint description may be in any format, including predicate calculus. Fowler and Scott (1997) suggest that you focus on readability and understandability and, therefore, suggest using an informal description. Constraints are described in further detail in Section 6.6.1.
Once you have converted the information contained in your CRC model into an initial UML class model, you are then ready to continue fleshing out your model with added detail. Class models contain a wealth of information and can be used for both the analysis and design of systems. To create and evolve a class model, you need to model:

- Classes
- Methods
- Attributes
- Associations
- Dependencies
- Inheritance relationships
- Aggregation associations
- Association classes

### 6.3.1 Modeling Classes, Attributes, and Methods

An object, as defined previously, is any person, place, thing, concept, event, screen, or report applicable to your system. Objects both know things (they have attributes) and they do things (they have methods). A class is a representation of an object and, in many ways, it is simply a template from
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**Figure 6-11.** The revised class diagram
which objects are created. Classes form the main building blocks of an object-oriented application. Two of the steps of CRC modeling included the finding of classes and the finding of responsibilities. Classes represent a collection of similar objects. For example, although thousands of students attend the university, you would only model one class, called “Student,” which would represent the entire collection of students.

Classes are modeled as rectangles with three sections: the top section for the name of the class, the middle section for the attributes of the class, and the bottom section for the methods of the class. The initial classes of your model will be identified when you convert from your CRC model, as will the initial attributes and methods. To describe a class, you define its attributes and methods. Attributes are the information stored about an object (or at least information temporarily maintained about an object), while methods are the things an object or class does. For example, students have student numbers, names, addresses, and phone numbers. Those are all examples of the attributes of a student. Students also enroll in courses, drop courses, and request transcripts. Those are all examples of the things a student does, which get implemented (coded) as methods. You should think of methods as the object-oriented equivalent of functions and procedures.

An important aspect of analysis is to model your classes to the appropriate level of detail. Consider the “Student” class modeled in Figure 6-11, which has an attribute called “address.” When you stop and think about it, addresses are complicated things. They have complex data, containing street and city information for example, and they potentially have behavior. An arguably better way to model this is depicted in Figure 6-12. Notice how the “Address” class has been modeled to include an attribute for each piece of data it comprises and two methods have been added: one to verify it is a valid address and one to output it as a label (perhaps for an envelope). By introducing the “Address” class, the “Student” class has become more cohesive. It no longer contains logic (such as validation) that is pertinent to addresses. The “Address” class could now be reused in other places, such as the “Professor” class, reducing your overall development costs. Furthermore, if the need arises to support students with several addresses—during the school term, a student may live in a different location than his permanent mailing address, such as a dorm—this is information the system may need.

**TIP**

Use the Terminology of Your Users

Use the terminology of your users in all your models. The purpose of analysis is to understand the world of your users, not to foist your artificial, technical terms on them. Remember, they’re the experts, not you. In short, avoid geek-speak.
need to track. Having a separate class to implement addresses should make the addition of this behavior easier to implement.

Similarly, the “Seminar” class of Figure 6-11 is refactored into the classes depicted in Figure 6-13. Refactoring such as this is called class normalization (Ambler, 1998a), a process in which you refactor the behavior of classes to increase their cohesion and/or to reduce the coupling between classes. A seminar is an offering of a course; for example, there could be five seminar offerings of the course “CSC 148 Introduction to Computer Science.” The attributes “name” and “fees” were moved to the “Course” class and “courseNumber” was introduced. The “getFullName()” method concatenates the course number, “CSC 148,” and the course name, “Introduction to Computer Science,” to give the full name of the course. This is called a getter method, an operation that returns a data value pertinent to an object. Although getter methods, and the corresponding setter methods, need to be developed for a class, they are typically assumed to exist and are therefore not modeled (particularly on conceptual class diagrams) so they do not clutter your models. Figure 6-14 depicts “Course” from Figure 6-13 as it would appear with its getter and setter methods modeled. Setters and getters are described in detail in Chapter 7.
Figure 6-15 presents the class diagram that results when Figures 6-11, 6-12, and 6-13 are combined. Notice how “Professor” now references the “Address” class, taking advantage of the work we did to improve the “Student” class.

6.3.2 Modeling Associations

Objects are often associated with, or related to, other objects. For example, as you see in Figure 6-15, several associations are between objects: Students are on waiting list for seminars, professors instruct seminars, seminars are an offering of courses, a professor lives at an address, and so on. Associations are modeled as lines connecting the two classes whose instances (objects) are involved in the relationship.

When you model associations in UML class diagrams, you show them as a thin line connecting two classes, which was illustrated in Figure 5-9. Associations can become quite complex; consequently, you can depict some things about them on your diagrams. Figure 5-9 demonstrated the common items to model for an association. You may want to refer to The Unified Modeling Language Reference Manual (Rumbaugh, Jacobson, and Booch, 1999) for a detailed discussion, including the role and cardinality on each end of the association, as well as a label for the association. The label, which is optional, although highly recommended, is typically one or two words describing the association. For example, in Figure 6-15, you see professors instruct seminars. However, it is not enough simply to know professors instruct seminars. How many seminars do professors instruct? None, one, or several? Furthermore, I have cheated a little and added the method “purchaseParkingPass()” to the “Professor” and “Student” classes, even though I didn’t have requirements for this. You’ll see why I added this method later in Section 6.3.4 when I discuss inheritance.
Figure 6-15. Combined class diagram
associations are often two-way streets: not only do professors instruct seminars, but also seminars are instructed by professors. This leads to questions such as: how many professors can instruct any given seminar and is it possible to have a seminar with no one instructing it? The implication is you also need to identify the cardinality and optionality of an association. Cardinality represents the concept of “how many,” and optionality represents the concept of “whether you must have something.” Important to note is the UML chooses to combine the concepts of optionality and cardinality into the single concept of multiplicity. The multiplicity of the association is labeled on either end of the line, one multiplicity indicator for each direction (Table 6-1 summarizes the potential multiplicity indicators you can use).

Another option for associations is to indicate the direction in which the label should be read. This is depicted using a filled triangle, an example of which is shown on the “offering of” association between the “Seminar” and “Course” classes of Figure 6-15. This marker indicates that the association should be read “a seminar is an offering of a course,” instead of “a course is an offering of a seminar.”

**DEFINITIONS**

**Class normalization.** The process by which you refactor the behavior within a class diagram in such a way as to increase the cohesion of classes while minimizing the coupling between them.

**Cohesion.** The degree of relatedness within an encapsulated unit (such as a component or a class).

**Coupling.** The degree of dependence between two items. In general, it is better to reduce coupling wherever possible.

**Getter.** A method to obtain the value of a data attribute, or to calculate the value, of an object or class.

**Setter.** A method that sets the value of a data attribute of an object or class. Also known as a mutator.

**TIP**

**Always Indicate the Multiplicity**

For each class involved in an association, there is always a multiplicity for it. When the multiplicity is one and one only (for example, one and one only person may be President of the United States at any given time), then it is common practice not to indicate the multiplicity and, instead, to assume it is “1.” I believe this is a mistake. If the multiplicity is “1,” then indicate it as such. When something is left off a diagram, I can’t tell if that is what is meant or if the modeler simply hasn’t gotten around to working on that aspect of the model yet. I always assume the modeler hasn’t done the work yet.
of “a course is an offering of a seminar.” Direction markers should be used whenever it isn’t clear which way a label should be read. My advice, however, is if your label is not clear, then you should consider rewording it. Refer to Figure 5-9 for an overview of modeling associations in UML class diagrams.

At each end of the association, the role, the context an object takes within the association, may also be indicated. My style is to model the role only when the information adds value, for example, knowing the role of the “Student” class is “enrolled student” in the “enrolled in” association doesn’t add anything to the model. I indicate roles when it isn’t clear from the association label what the roles are, if there is a recursive association, or if there are several associations between two classes. In Figure 6-16, I have evolved our class diagram to include two associations between “Professor” and “Seminar.” Not only do professors instruct seminars, they also assist in them. When several associations exist between two classes, something that is relatively common, you often find you need to indicate the roles to understand the associations fully. In this case, I indicated the roles professors take, but not seminars, because the role of the seminar objects weren’t very interesting. Both roles are modeled for the “mentors” recursive association that the “Professor” class has because it is interesting to know that the mentoring professor is called an advisor and the mentored professor is called an associate.

Figure 6-16 is also interesting because it uses a UML constraint to indicate that a professor may instruct a given seminar, may assist with a seminar, or may not be involved in the seminar, but wouldn’t be both an assistant and an instructor for the same seminar. The constraint description “NAND” represents the logical concept of “not and.”

### Table 6-1. UML multiplicity indicators

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0..1</td>
<td>Zero or one</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>One only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0..*</td>
<td>Zero or more</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1..*</td>
<td>One or more</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>Only n (where n &gt; 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0..n</td>
<td>Zero to n (where n &gt; 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1..n</td>
<td>One to n (where n &gt; 1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Model roles when an association is recursive or when several associations exist between two classes.
6.3.3 Modeling Dependencies

Dependency relationships are used to model transitory associations between two classes. Transitory associations occur when one or both of the classes are not persistent, in other words, their instances are not saved to permanent storage. User interface classes are typically not persistent: you create the screen or report object, work with it, and then discard/destroy it when you no longer need it. Because these objects collaborate with other objects to fulfill their responsibilities, and because the only way an object can collaborate with another is if it knows about it, then some sort of relationship must exist between the two classes. In this case, you model this fact with a dependency relationship, which, as you see in Figure 6-17, is depicted as a dashed arrow. In this diagram, I chose to model the classes simply as boxes, instead of the usual three-sectioned boxes indicating the name of the class, its attributes, and its methods. As you saw in Chapter 5, both notations are acceptable within the UML.

6.3.4 Introducing Reuse Between Classes via Inheritance

Similarities often exist between different classes. Very often two or more classes will share the same attributes and/or the same methods. Because you
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**DEFINITIONS**

**Cardinality.** Represents the concept “how many?” in associations.

**Optionality.** Represents the concept “do you need to have it?” in associations.

**Multiplicity.** The UML combines the concepts of cardinality and optionality into the single concept of multiplicity.

**Recursive association.** An association in which the objects involved in it are instances of the same class. For example, people marry people.
don't want to have to write the same code repeatedly, you want a mechanism that takes advantage of these similarities. Inheritance is that mechanism. Inheritance models "is a" and "is like" relationships, enabling you to reuse existing data and code easily. When A inherits from B, we say A is the subclass of B and B is the superclass of A. Furthermore, we say we have "pure inheritance" when A inherits all the attributes and methods of B. The UML modeling notation for inheritance is a line with a closed arrowhead pointing from the subclass to the superclass.

In Figure 6-15, many similarities occur between the "Student" and "Professor" classes. Not only do they have similar attributes, but they also have similar methods. To take advantage of these similarities, I created a new class called "Person" and had both "Student" and "Professor" inherit from it, as you see in Figure 6-18. This structure would be called the "Person" inheritance hierarchy because "Person" is its root class. The "Person" class is abstract: Objects are not created directly from it, and it captures the similarities between the students and professors. Abstract classes are modeled with their names in italics, as opposed to concrete classes, classes from which objects are instantiated, whose names are in normal text. Both classes had a name, email address, and phone number, so these attributes were moved into "Person." The "purchaseParkingPass()" method was also common between the two classes, so that was also moved into parent class. By introducing this inheritance relationship to the model, I reduced the amount of work to be performed. Instead of implementing these responsibilities twice, they are implemented once, in the "Person" class, and reused by "Student" and "Professor."

An interesting aspect of Figure 6-18 is the association between "Person" and "Address." First, this association was pushed up to "Person" because both "Professor" and "Student" had a "lives at" association with

DEFINITIONS

Dependency relationship. A dependency relationship exists between Class A and B when instances of Class A interact with instances of Class B. Dependency relationships are used when no direct relationship (inheritance, aggregation, or association) exists between the two classes.

Persistence. The issue of how objects are permanently stored.
“Address.” I could do this because, as I described in Chapter 5, associations are implemented by the combination of attributes and methods. Because attributes and methods can be inherited, any association they implemented can also be inherited by implication. It made sense to apply inheritance here because the associations represented the same concept: a person lives at an address (I was also lucky because the direction of the associations, as well as their multiplicities, were identical).

Another interesting aspect of Figure 6-18 is that although both “Professor” and “Student” had associations with “Seminar,” I didn’t choose to push this association up into “Person.” The issue is that the semantics of the two associations are different. First, one association is unidirectional whereas the other is bidirectional, a good indication that they are significantly different. Second, the multiplicities are different, another good indication that the associations are different. Third, and most important, the two associations are completely different from one another. One represents the fact that professors instruct seminars, whereas the other one represents that students are on waiting lists to enroll in a seminar.

### 6.3.5 Modeling Aggregation Associations

Sometimes an object is made up of other objects. For example, an airplane is made up of a fuselage, wings, engines, landing gear, flaps, and so on. A delivery shipment contains one or more packages. A team consists of two or more employees. These are all examples of the concept of aggregation, which represents “is part of” relationships. An engine is part of a plane, a package is part of a shipment, and an employee is part of a team.

Modeling aggregation associations, or composition associations that are simply stronger forms of aggregation, is similar conceptually to modeling...
associations. In Figure 6-19, you see a simple class model depicting the relationships between “Program,” (a program is a collection of courses that lead to a degree) and the “Course” class. A course may be part of one or more programs—some courses such as “ARC 305 Medieval Gardening Tools” are for general interest only and are not part of a program—and any given program has one or more courses in it. Also notice how an association exists between “Program” and “Course” representing that some courses are recommended for a program, but are not officially offered as part of them (my SMEs told me this). For example, the course “CSC 148 Introduction to Computer Science” is recommended for the engineering, business, and physics programs within the university. It made sense to model this relationship with an association instead of an aggregation because it isn’t true that a recommended course is part of a program.

In the class diagram of Figure 6-15, I was lucky because I used similar names for these attributes in both classes: “name,” “emailAddress,” and “phoneNumber,” respectively. However, you will often find situations where one class has an attribute called “name,” whereas another one has “firstName,” “middleInitial,” and “lastName.” You then need to decide whether these are, in fact, the same thing and, if they are, be prepared to refactor your existing model, and perhaps even code to reflect whichever approach to storing a person’s name you accept. A similar issue can also occur with methods and associations.
In Figure 6-20, I present an example using composition, modeling the fact that a product is composed of one or more components, and then, in turn, that a component may be composed of several subcomponents (you can have recursive aggregation and composition associations). Composition makes sense in both these cases because whatever you do to an instance of the whole, you are likely to also do to its parts. For example, if I sell a product by implication, I am selling its components. A good rule of thumb is that the composition form of aggregation is generally applicable whenever both classes represent physical items and aggregation makes sense.

### 6.3.6 Modeling Association Classes

Association classes, also called link classes, are used to model associations that have methods and attributes. “EnrollmentRecord” is modeled as an associative class in Figure 6-21, instead of being modeled as a “normal” class as in Figure 6-15. Associative classes are typically modeled during analysis, as you see in Figure 6-21, and then refactored into the original approach you see in Figure 6-15 during design. The reason this occurs is,
to date, at least to my knowledge, no mainstream programming language exists that supports the notion of associations that have responsibilities. Because you can directly build your software in this manner, I have a tendency to stay away from using association classes and, instead, resolve them during analysis, as you saw with my original approach. Yes, this is not a purist way to model, but it is programmatic. Nothing is wrong with using associative classes. I apply this concept on occasion; I just don’t find many situations where it makes sense.

I want to take a minute to point out a potential problem with the “enrolled in” associations in both Figure 6-15 and Figure 6-21. I doubt they are truly unidirectional. In Chapter 3, a use case indicates that lists of students enrolled in a seminar are produced for professors. This tells me a need exists to traverse from “Seminar” objects to “Student” objects, indicating that these associations should be modeled bidirectionally.

6.3.7 Documenting Class Models

It isn’t enough to draw a class diagram; it also needs to be documented. The bulk of the documentation work is documenting the details about a class, as well as the reasoning behind any trade-offs you have made. Here’s what to do:
1. **Classes.** A class is documented by a sentence or two describing its purpose. You should also indicate whether the class is persistent or transitory, and if it has any aliases (other names it is called) for the class. Documenting the potential alias for a class is important because different people in an organization can call the same thing by different names. For example, do banks serve clients or customers? Do truckers drive trucks, vehicles, or lorries? Do children eat sweets, candies, or goodies? You want to ensure that everyone is using the same terminology. Also, include references to any applicable business rules or constraints contained in the supplementary specification.

2. **Attributes.** An attribute is best described with one or two sentences, its type should be indicated if appropriate, an example should be given if not unclear how the attribute is to be used, and a range of values should be defined, if appropriate. Also, include references to any applicable business rules or constraints contained in the supplementary specification.

3. **Methods.** Methods are documented with pseudo-code, also known as structured English, describing its logic. The parameters (if any) and the return value (if any) should be documented in a manner similar to attributes. The preconditions and postconditions for the method should be indicated so developers understand what the method does. Also, include references to any applicable business rules or constraints contained in the supplementary specification.

4. **Inheritance.** I generally don’t document inheritance relationships. My belief is if you need to document why you have applied inheritance, then you probably shouldn’t have applied it to start.

5. **Associations.** The most important information about associations—the label, multiplicities, and roles—already appear on the diagram. I typically also include a few sentences describing the association, as well as reference any applicable business rules or constraints contained in the supplementary specification.

---

**TIP**

If In Doubt, Leave It Out

When deciding whether to use aggregation or composition over association, Craig Larman (1998) says it best: If in doubt, leave it out. The reality is that many modelers will agonize over when to use aggregation even though little difference exists among association, aggregation, and composition at the coding level, something you see in Chapter 8.
6. **Aggregation and composition.** These are both documented exactly as you would associations.

### 6.3.8 Conceptual Class Modeling Tips

In this section, I want to share a collection of tips and techniques that I have found useful over the years to improve the quality of my conceptual class models.

1. **You don’t have to get it perfect at the start.** I started the conceptual model by converting my Class Responsibility Collaborator (CRC) model into a UML class model. This was a good start, but I quickly found I needed to evolve the model as my analysis of the system moved forward. The point is I didn’t get the model right at the start and that was okay. I didn’t get the multiplicities on associations at the beginning, and I didn’t even get all the classes to start. Many modelers will waste a lot of time at the beginning of conceptual modeling by focusing on one small aspect of the model and trying to get it right at first. It’s also common to see modeling teams argue for hours about whether to use association, aggregation, or composition in a certain spot when little difference actually exists among the three options. I would rather pick one, move forward, and trust that, at some point in the future, it will become clearer which option to use as I understand the problem domain better.

2. **Start at your domain model.** Your CRC model contains important information that is relevant to your conceptual model, providing an excellent starting point.

3. **Evolve your class diagram via sequence diagrams.** Your sequence diagrams model the logic of your use cases, in particular, the critical business logic your system must support. As you develop your sequence diagrams, the topic of Section 6.2, you quickly flesh out the behaviors required of your classes.

### DEFINITIONS

- **Postcondition.** An expression of the properties of the state of an operation or use case after it has been invoked successfully.
- **Precondition.** An expression of the constraints under which an operation or use case will operate properly.
4. **Focus on the problem space.** The purpose of analysis is to understand and model the problem space of your system, not the solution space. Optimization and technology issues shouldn’t yet be taken into account within your models; this is what design is all about.

5. **Focus on fulfilling the requirements first.** Many modelers make the mistake of focusing on the application of inheritance relationships or an analysis pattern they have read about, instead of on analyzing their requirements model. Inheritance and analysis patterns are good things but, if your model doesn’t reflect your problem space, then it doesn’t really matter what fancy techniques you have applied, does it?

6. **Use meaningful names.** Your model elements should all have names that describe what they represent. Use full words. I prefer to see method names, such as “calculateInvoiceTotal()” as opposed to “calcInvTot().” Yes, the second name is easier to type because it’s shorter, but is it easier to understand? Even worse are names such as “param1” and “x” because you have no idea what they represent.

7. **Perform object-oriented analysis.** Throughout this chapter, I describe proven techniques for performing object-oriented analysis (OOA), yet nowhere do you see me advise you to look at the existing database schema and create your models based on that design. This is a data-driven approach to development, not an object-oriented one, an approach that rarely results in high-quality software (Ambler, 1998b). Many organizations flounder with objects because they refuse to give up their old data-driven ways and/or they seek to recover their huge investment in existing legacy data models. Data modeling, more accurately called persistence modeling, is described in Chapter 7. Another related issue you run into, luckily one that is easier to overcome, is SMEs who describe requirements in terms of tables. Don’t worry about it; just convert the concept to classes and move forward.

8. **Understand and effectively apply analysis patterns.** This is the topic of Section 6.7, so the only thing I say now is analysis patterns are good things.

9. **Class model in parallel with user interface prototyping.** As you develop your user interface prototype, you quickly discover that detailed attributes and operations need to be implemented by your classes. Never forget that object-oriented development is iterative—you will typically work on several models in parallel, working on each one a bit at a time.
6.4 Activity Diagramming

UML activity diagrams (Rumbaugh, Jacobson, and Booch, 1999) are used to document the logic of a single operation/method, a single use case, or the flow of logic of a business process. In many ways, activity diagrams are the object-oriented equivalent of flow charts and data-flow diagrams (DFDs) from structured development (Gane and Sarson, 1978). The activity diagram of Figure 6-22 depicts the business logic for how someone new to the university would enroll for the first time.

The filled circle represents the starting point of the activity diagram—effectively a placeholder—and the filled circle with a border represents the ending point. The rounded rectangles represent processes or activities that are performed. For the diagram of Figure 6-22, the activities map reasonably closely to use cases, although you will notice the “Enroll in Seminar(s)” activity would be the invocation of the “Enroll in Seminar” use case several times. Activities can also be much more finely grained, particularly if I had chosen to document the logic of a method instead of a high-level business process. The diamond represents decision points. In this example, the decision point had only two possible outcomes, but it could just as easily have had many more. The arrows represent transitions between activities, modeling the flow order between the various activities. The text on the arrows represent conditions that must be fulfilled to proceed along the transition and are always described using the format “[condition].” The thick bars represent the start and end of potentially parallel processes—after you are successfully enrolled in the university, you must attend the mandatory overview presentation, as well as enroll in at least one seminar and pay at least some of your tuition.

Exiting from an activity is possible in several ways, as you see with the “Fill out Enrollment Forms” activity. If your forms are correctly filled out, then you can proceed to enroll in the university. If your forms aren’t correct, however, then you need to obtain help, perhaps from a registrar, to fill them out correctly.

This activity diagram is interesting because it cuts across the logic of several of the use cases identified in Chapter 3. It is a good thing that use case models don’t communicate the time ordering of processes well. For example, although the use case diagram presented in Figure 3-8 gives you a good idea as to the type of functionality this system performs, it offers no definitive answer as to the order in which these use cases might occur. The activity diagram of Figure 6-22 does, however. Once again, different models have different strengths and weaknesses.

---

4 I suspect, in future versions of the UML, we will see conditions documented using the UML constraint notation discussed earlier.
6.4.1 How to Draw Activity Diagrams

The following steps describe the fundamental tasks of activity diagramming, tasks you will perform in an iterative manner.

1. **Identify the scope of the activity diagram.** Begin by identifying what it is you are modeling. Is it a single use case? A portion of a use case? A business process that includes several use cases? A single method of a class? Once you identify the scope of your diagram, you should add a label at the top, using a note, indicating an appropriate title for the diagram and a unique identifier for it. You may also want to include the date and even the names of the authors of the diagram, as well.

2. **Add start and end points.** Every activity diagram has one starting point and one ending point, so you might as well add them right away. Fowler and Scott’s (1997) style is to make ending points optional. Sometimes an activity is simply a dead end but, if this is the case, then there is no harm in indicating the only transition is to an ending point. This way, when someone else reads your diagram, he or she knows you have considered how to exit from these activities.
3. **Add activities.** If you are modeling a use case, introduce an activity for each major step initiated by an actor (this activity would include the initial step, plus any steps describing the response of the system to the initial step). If you are modeling a high-level business process, introduce an activity for each major process, often a use case or a package of use cases. Finally, if you are modeling a method, then it is common to have an activity for this step in the code.

4. **Add transitions from the activities.** My style is always to exit from an activity, even if it is simply to an ending point. Whenever there is more than one transition out of an activity, you must label each transition appropriately.

5. **Add decision points.** Sometimes the logic of what you are modeling calls for a decision to be made. Perhaps something needs to be inspected or compared to something else. Important to note is that the use of decision points is optional. For example, in Figure 6-22, I could just as easily have modeled the accepted and rejected transitions straight out of the “Enroll in University” activity.

6. **Identify opportunities for parallel activities.** Two activities can occur in parallel when no direct relationship exists between them and they must both occur before a third activity can. For example, in Figure 6-22, you see it is possible to attend the overview or enroll in seminars in either order; it is just that both activities must occur before you can end the overall process.
6.4.2 How to Document Activity Diagrams

Activity diagrams are usually documented with a brief description of the activity and an indication of any actions taken during a process. Often, this is simply a reference to one or more use cases or methods. Also, for complex activities, it is common to document it using an activity diagram. In many ways, activity diagrams are simply a variation of the UML state chart diagrams, described in Chapter 7.

6.5 User Interface Prototyping

User interface prototyping is an iterative analysis technique in which users are actively involved in the mocking-up of the UI for a system. UI prototyping has two purposes: First, it is an analysis technique because it enables you to explore the problem space your system addresses. Second, UI prototyping enables you to explore the solution space of your system, at least from the point-of-view of its users, and provides a vehicle for you to communicate the possible UI design(s) of your system. In this chapter, I discuss the fundamentals of UI prototyping and, in Chapter 7, I present a collection of tips and techniques for designing effective user interfaces for object-oriented software.

As you see in the activity diagram depicted in Figure 6-23, four high-level steps are in the UI prototyping process:

- Determine the needs of your users
- Build the prototype
- Evaluate the prototype
- Determine if you are finished

6.5.1 Determining the Needs of Your Users

User interface modeling moves from requirements definition into analysis at the point you decide to evolve all or part of your essential user interface.
You begin by choosing the user interface platform.

You discover the need to update other models as your UI prototype evolves.

As you iterate through UI prototyping, you discover you need to update your defined requirements, including your use case model (Section 6.1) and your essential user interface prototype (Chapter 3). You are also likely to discover that information is missing from your domain model, a Class Responsibility Collaborator (CRC) model (Chapter 3), as well as from your conceptual model, a UML class model (Section 6.3). These models should be updated, as is appropriate, as you proceed with UI prototyping. Remember, object-oriented software development is an iterative process, so this is normal.
6.5.2 Building the Prototype

Using a prototyping tool or high-level language, you develop the screens, pages, and reports needed by your users. The best advice during this stage of the process is not to invest a lot of time in making the code “good” because chances are high you will scrap large portions of your prototype code when portions or all of your prototype fail the evaluation. With the user interface platform selected, you can begin converting individual aspects of your essential UI prototype into your traditional UI prototype. For example, with a browser-based platform, your major UI elements become HTML pages whereas, with a Windows-based platform, they would become windows or dialog boxes. Minor UI elements would become buttons, list boxes, custom list boxes, radio buttons, and so on as appropriate.

6.5.3 Evaluating the Prototype

After a version of the UI prototype is built, it needs to be evaluated by your SMEs to verify that it meets their needs. I’ve always found I need to address three basic questions during an evaluation:

- What is good about the UI prototype?
- What is bad about the UI prototype?
- What is missing from the UI prototype?

6.5.4 Determining If You Are Finished

After evaluating the prototype, you may find you need to scrap parts of it, modify parts, and even add brand-new parts. You want to stop the UI prototyping process when you find that the evaluation process is no longer generating any new ideas or it is generating a small number of not-so-important ideas. Otherwise, back to step one.

TIP

User Interface Prototyping Is Not a Substitute for Analysis and Design

Although UI prototyping is an important part of analysis and design, it’s not sufficient by itself. UI prototypes depict what will be built, but are unable to communicate adequately how they will be used (that is what use case models are good for). Furthermore, UI prototypes don’t provide much indication as to the details of the business logic behind the screens, which is what sequence and activity diagrams are good at. And they aren’t good at depicting the static structure of your software, which is where class models excel.
6.5.5 Good Things to Understand About Prototyping

Constantine and Lockwood (1999) provide valuable insight into the process of user interface prototyping. First, you cannot make everything simple. Sometimes your software will be difficult to use because the problem it addresses is inherently difficult. Your goal is to make your user interface as easy as possible to use, not simplistic. Second, they differentiate between the concepts of WYSIWYG, “What You See Is What You Get,” and WYSIWYN, “What You See Is What You Need.” Their point is that a good user interface fulfills the needs of the people who work with it. It isn’t loaded with a lot of interesting but unnecessary features. Third, consistency is important in your user interface. Inconsistent user interfaces lead to less usable software, more programming, and greater support and training costs. Fourth, small details can make or break your user interface. Have you ever used some software, and then discarded it for the product of a competitor because you didn’t like the way it prints, saves files, or some other feature you simply found too annoying to use? I have. Although the rest of the software may have been great, that vendor lost my business because a portion of its product’s user interface was deficient.

6.5.6 Prototyping Tips and Techniques

I have found the following tips and techniques have worked well for me in the past while UI prototyping:

1. **Work with the real users.** The best people to get involved in prototyping are the ones who will actually use the application when it is done. These are the people who have the most to gain from a successful implementation, and these are the people who know their own needs best.

2. **Use a prototyping tool.** Invest the money in a prototyping tool that enables you to put screens together quickly. Because you probably won’t want to keep the prototype code you write—code written quickly is rarely worth keeping—you shouldn’t be too concerned if your prototyping tool generates a different type of code than what you intend to develop in.

3. **Get your SMEs to work with the prototype.** Just as you want to take a car for a test drive before you buy it, your users should be

---

**DEFINITIONS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
able to take an application for a test drive before it is developed. Furthermore, by working with the prototype hands-on, they can quickly determine whether the system meets their needs. A good approach is to ask them to work through some use case scenarios using the prototype as if it were the real system.

4. **Understand the underlying business.** You need to understand the underlying business before you can develop a prototype that supports it. In other words, you need to base your UI prototype on your requirements. The more you know about the business, the more likely it is you can build a prototype that supports it.

5. **Don’t spend a lot of time making the code good.** At the beginning of the prototyping process, you will throw away a lot of your work as you learn more about the business. Therefore, it doesn’t make sense to invest a lot of effort in code you probably aren’t going to keep anyway.

6. **Only prototype features that you can actually build.** Christmas wish lists are for kids. If you cannot possibly deliver the functionality, don’t prototype it.

7. **Get an interface expert to help you design it.** User interface experts understand how to develop easy-to-use interfaces, whereas you probably don’t. A general rule of thumb is, if you’ve never taken a course in human factors, you probably shouldn’t be leading a UI prototyping effort.

8. **Explain what a prototype is.** The biggest complaint developers have about UI prototyping is their users say “That’s great. Install it this afternoon.” Basically, this happens because users don’t realize a few months of work are left to do on the system. The reason this happens is simple: From your user’s point-of-view, a fully functional application is a bunch of screens and reports tied together by a menu. Unfortunately, this is exactly what a prototype looks like. To avoid this problem, point out that your prototype is like a Styrofoam model that architects build to describe the design of a house. Nobody would expect to live in a Styrofoam model, so why would anyone expect to use a system prototype to get a job done?

9. **Avoid implementation decisions as long as possible.** Be careful about how you name user interface items. Strive to keep the names generic, so you don’t imply too much about the implementation technology. For example, in Figure 6-2, I used the name “UI23 Security Login Screen,” which implies I intend to use GUI technology to implement this major UI item. Had I
named it “UI23 Security Login,” I wouldn’t have implied an implementation technology.

6.6 Evolving Your Supplementary Specification

During analysis, you will evolve your understanding of the contents of your supplementary specification. This includes fleshing out the constraints, business rules, and nonfunctional requirements you identified during the requirements definition. As you evolve your other models, such as your activity diagrams and your conceptual class model, you are likely to discover that the information contained in your supplementary specification is not as detailed as it should be and, therefore, needs to be worked on more. Also, you will apply the information contained in your supplementary specification within your models, either on your diagrams using the UML’s Object Constraint Language (OCL) or as references within the model documentation.

6.6.1 The Object Constraint Language

OCL (Warner and Kleppe, 1999) is a formal language, similar to structured English, used to express side-effect-free constraints within Unified Modeling Language models. OCL can appear on any UML diagram or in the supporting documentation describing a diagram. OCL can be used for a wide variety of purposes, including specifying the invariants of classes, preconditions and postconditions on operations, and constraints on operations. The reality is that a graphical model, such as a UML class diagram, isn’t sufficient for a precise and unambiguous specification. You must describe additional constraints about the objects in the model, constraints that are defined in your supplementary specification. OCL can be used to model actual constraints, described in your supplementary specification, as well as business rules and functional requirements. Although this information is described in your supplementary specification using natural language your users understand, experience shows that natural language often results in ambiguities that, in turn, lead to defects in your software. Hence, the need for OCL.

OCL statements are depicted on UML diagrams in the format “{constraint description},” where the constraint description may be in any format, including predicate calculus. Fowler and Scott (1997) suggest you focus on readability and understandability and, therefore, suggest using an informal description. For example, in Figure 6-11, I modeled the constraint “{ordered FIFO}” on the association between “Seminar” and “Student” and, in Figure 6-16, I modeled the “{NAND}” constraint between two association roles. The basic idea is that students are put on the waiting list on a first-come, first-served basis—in other words, the students are put on the waiting list in order. UML constraint statements are used to model com-
plex and/or important information accurately in your UML diagrams. An important aspect of OCL is it is a modeling language, not a programming language. You will use a language such as OCL to document your object design, and a language such as Java or C++ to implement it.

6.7 Applying Analysis Patterns Effectively

Analysis patterns (Fowler, 1997; Ambler, 1998a) describe solutions to common problems found in the analysis/business domain of a system. Analysis patterns are typically more specific than design patterns, described in Chapter 7, because they describe a solution for a portion of a business domain. This doesn’t mean an analysis pattern is applicable only to a single line of business, although it could be. In this section, I overview two analysis patterns I have used in various business domains, patterns I believe you will find useful when you are modeling.

6.7.1 The Business Entity Analysis Pattern

Every organization has to deal either with other organizations or people, usually both. As a result, you need to keep track of them. The solution for the Business Entity analysis pattern (Ambler, 1998a), similar to Fowler’s (1997) Party pattern, is presented in Figure 6-24. This pattern is a specialization of Peter Coad’s Roles Played pattern (Coad, 1992; Ambler, 1998a) to model the different types of organizations and people with whom your company interacts.

![Figure 6-24. The Business Entity analysis pattern](image-url)
The basic idea of this pattern is to separate the concept of a business entity, such as a person or company, from the roles it fulfills. For example, Tony Stark may be a customer of your organization, as well as an employee. Furthermore, one day he may also sell services to your company, also making him a supplier. The person doesn’t change, but the role(s) he has with your organization does, so you need to find a way to model this, which is what this pattern does. Each business entity has one or more roles with your organization and each role has a range during which it was applicable (the “start” and “end” attributes). Each role implements the behavior specific to it, such as placing an order with a supplier or the hiring and promotion of an employee.

Note that the use of aggregation between “BusinessEntity” and “EntityRole” is questionable at best. Is a role really part of a business entity? This sounds like a philosophical question that likely won’t have a definitive answer. However, the Roles Played pattern, on which this is based, uses aggregation, so I decided to stay consistent with the source.

6.7.2 The Contact Point Analysis Pattern

The Contact Point analysis pattern (Ambler, 1998a), the solution for which is depicted in Figure 6-25, describes an approach for keeping track of the various means by which you interact with business entities. Your organization most likely sends information and bills to, as well as ships products to, the surface addresses of your customers. Perhaps it emails information to customers and employees, or faxes information to them. It also probably needs to keep track of the contact phone number for anyone with whom it interacts. The Contact Point pattern models an approach to supporting this functionality.

The basic idea behind this pattern is that surface addresses, email addresses, and phone numbers are really the same sort of thing—a means by which you can contact other business entities. Subclasses of “ContactPoint” need to be able to do at least two tasks: They need to know how things/information can be sent to them and they need to know how to output their “label information.” You can send faxes to
You can use patterns together to solve difficult problems.

phone numbers, email to electronic addresses, and letters and packages to surface addresses. You also need to be able to print contact point information on labels, letterhead, and reports. To do so, contact points collaborate with instances of “ContactPointType” for descriptor information. For example, you want to output “Fax: (416) 555-1212,” not just “(416) 555-1212.” Furthermore, the “Phone” class should have the capability to be automatically dialed. The different varieties of contact point types would include details such as voice phone line, fax phone line, work address, home address, billing address, and personal email ID.

I applied the Item-Item Description pattern (Coad, 1992; Ambler, 1998a) when modeling the “ContactPoint” and “ContactPointType” classes. This demonstrates an important principle of object-oriented patterns—they can be used in combination to solve larger problems.

6.7.3 The Advantages and Disadvantages of Patterns

Several advantages and disadvantages exist to working with object-oriented patterns. They are discussed in the following sections.

6.7.3.1 The Potential Advantages of Patterns

1. Patterns increase developer productivity. By documenting solutions to common problems, patterns promote reuse of development efforts. Increased reuse within your organization improves your productivity.

2. Patterns describe proven solutions to common problems. Patterns are “born” when developers recognize they are applying the same solution to a common problem over and over again. I developed the Contact Point analysis pattern after implementing similar solutions for a variety of computer systems.

3. Patterns increase the consistency between applications. By using the same patterns over and over again, you increase the consistency between applications, making them easier to understand and maintain. When your applications are developed in a
consistent manner, it's that much easier to do technical walk-
throughs that enable you to improve the quality of your de-
velopment efforts.

4. **Patterns are potentially better than reusable code.** People can
talk about reusable code all they want, but the differences
between system platforms makes this dream difficult at best.
However, patterns support the reuse of other people's approaches
to solving problems (Ambler, 1998b; Ambler, 1999) and, there-
fore, can be applied in a wide range of environments because
they are not environment-specific.

5. **More and more patterns are being developed every day.** A lot of
exciting work is going on in patterns, with new patterns being
introduced every day. This enables you to take advantage of the
development efforts of thousands of people, often for the mere cost
of a book, magazine, or telephone call to link you to the Internet.

I maintain a Web page, http://www.ambysoft.com/processPatternsPage.html,
that provides links and references to printed literature pertaining to patterns
and the software process. From this page, I link to the major patterns sites
online, including sites specializing in analysis patterns.

---

**TIP**

Visit the Process Patterns Resource Page
6.7.3.2 The Potential Disadvantages of Patterns

1. **You need to learn a large number of patterns.** Although there’s an advantage to having access to a large number of patterns, the disadvantage is you have to learn a large number of them, or at least know they exist. This can be a lot of work.

2. **The NIH (not-invented-here) syndrome can get in the way.** Many developers are unwilling to accept the work of others: If they didn’t create it, then it isn’t any good. In addition, if a pattern is not exactly what they need, then they might not be willing to use it. Whenever I run into this attitude, I always like to point out the versatility and widespread acceptance of patterns within the object community and discuss several common patterns such as Singleton (Gamma et al., 1995) and Item-Item Description (Coad, 1992).

3. **Patterns are not code.** Hard-core techies are often unwilling to accept anything as reusable except code. For some reason, they find it hard to accept that you can reuse ideas as well as source code.

4. **“Pattern” is quickly becoming a buzzword.** As more people realize the value of patterns, more marketing people are beginning to exploit it to increase the sales of whatever product or service they are pushing. Just as in the mid-1990s we saw the term “object-oriented” used as an adjective to describe products that had almost nothing to do with objects, I suspect we’ll see the same sort of thing happen with the term “pattern.”

6.8 User Documentation

Mayhew (1992) believes the user documentation is part of the user interface for an application and that well-written user documentation is no excuse for a poorly designed user interface. My experience confirms these beliefs—because modern systems are complex, your users often require significant documentation that describes how to use them effectively. Because different types of users have different needs, you also discover you need to develop several kinds of user documentation. Don’t worry, it’s not as hard as it sounds, particularly if you have developed the models this book recommends.

6.8.1 Types of User Documentation

Weiss (1991) points out the need for different kinds of manuals to support the needs of different types of users. The lesson to be learned is that one
The user documentation for your application includes a tutorial manual, a reference manual, a user manual, and a support user's guide.

DEFINITIONS

**Reference manual.** A document, either paper or electronic, aimed at experts who need quick access to information.

**Support user's guide.** A brief document, usually a single page, that describes the support services for your application that are available to your user community. This guide includes support phone numbers, fax numbers, and Web site locations, as well as hours of operations and tips for obtaining the best services.

**Tutorial.** A document, either paper or electronic, aimed at novice users who need to learn the fundamentals of an application.

**User manual.** A document, either paper or electronic, aimed at intermediate users who understand the basics of an application, but who may not know how to perform all applicable work tasks with the application.
processes, processes you should have documented the logic for using a UML activity diagram. For large systems, you may find you have a section for each UML package within your use case model or even a separate user manual. Then, for each use case, add an appropriate subsection describing it; the use case text will drive the body of that section. You will likely want to combine steps into paragraphs to make your documentation more readable. Wherever you reference a UI element, you may decide to include a relevant picture of that portion of your user interface (my suggestion is to wait until you have baselined your user interface design before investing the time to generate the pictures). You may also decide to replace references to business rules with their descriptions to help increase your user’s understanding of how the system actually works. Although many in the industry call this a use case driven approach to writing user documentation, it really is a model-driven approach because your use cases simply aren’t sufficient for this purpose.

Tutorials are developed in a similar manner to user manuals, although a few differences exist. First, tutorials focus on the most critical uses of the system, whereas a user manual should focus on the entire system. Second, tutorials should have a more explicit focus on learning a product, so they’ll include more detailed use instructions than a user manual might. The assumption is that anyone using a tutorial likely knows little about the system and, therefore, needs more help, whereas someone using a user manual is probably familiar with the system itself, but needs help with a specific aspect of it.

Your reference manual, because it has a slightly different purpose, is generally driven by your user interface model, instead of your use cases and activity diagrams. I generally include an overview of the system, sections for each major portion of your system, and subsections describing the major user interface elements. The subsections should describe the purpose of the relevant screen/report/page and how to work with it.

You will often hear advice within the software industry to write your documentation before you write you code. Although this is a reasonably

**T I P**

**Hire a Technical Writer**

Writing is hard and writing good user documentation is even harder. It takes a lot of effort and significant skill to do well, the type of skill technical writers have. If possible, hire a technical writer to work with you to produce your user documentation. This will improve the quality of your documentation and, hence, the quality of your overall user interface. Hiring a technical writer will also free you to focus on other development activities, such as modeling, coding, and testing.
good practice, why do people give this advice? I believe the motivation is that writing user documentation first forces you to think about how your system will be used before you start to build it. My advice is different: invest the time to understand your system by developing requirements for it, analyzing it, and designing it, and then let this understanding drive the development of your source code and your user documentation. I have worked on several systems where we developed the user documentation in parallel with the source code, not before it, and it worked out well.

6.9 Organizing Your Models with Packages

Packages are UML constructs that enable you to organize model elements into groups, making your UML diagrams simpler and easier to understand. Packages are depicted as file folders and can be used on any of the UML diagrams, although they are most common on use case diagrams and class diagrams because these models have a tendency to grow. I use packages only when my diagrams become unwieldy, which generally implies they cannot be printed on a single page, to organize a large diagram into smaller ones. A good rule of thumb is that a diagram should have 7 +/– 2 bubbles on it, a bubble being a use case or class.

So how do you identify packages on use case diagrams? I like to start with use cases that are related to one another via extend and include associations, my rule of thumb being that included and extended use cases belong in the same package as the base/parent use case. This heuristic works well because these use cases typically were introduced by “pulling out” their logic from the base/parent use case to start. I then analyze the use cases with which my main actors are involved. What you find is each actor will interact with your system to fulfill a few main goals; for example, students interact with your system to enroll in the university, manage their schedules, and manage their financial obligations with the university. This suggests the need for an “Enrollment” package, a “Student Schedule Management” package, and a “Student Financial Management” package.

Anything you put into a package should make sense when considered with the rest of the contents of the package. To determine whether a package is cohesive, a good rule of thumb is you should be able to give your package a short, descriptive name. If you can’t, then you may have put several unrelated things into the package.

TIP Packages Should Be Cohesive

Model before you write your user documentation and source code.
With respect to class diagrams, I take a similar approach and, once again, I apply several rules of thumb. First, classes in the same inheritance hierarchy typically belong in the same package. Second, classes related to one another via aggregation or composition often belong in the same package. Third, classes that collaborate with each other a lot—information reflected by your sequence diagrams and collaboration diagrams (Chapter 7)—often belong in the same package. Fourth, the desire to make your packages cohesive will often drive your other decisions to put a class into a package.

6.10 What You Have Learned

This chapter introduced you to the main artifacts of object-oriented analysis (OOA) and their interrelationships, as depicted in Figure 6-1. You learned that the purpose of analysis is to understand what will be built, as opposed to the purpose of requirements gathering (Chapter 3), which is to determine what your users would like to have built. The main difference is that the focus of requirements gathering is on understanding your users and their potential use of the system, whereas the focus of analysis shifts to understanding the system itself.

In this chapter you saw how to apply the key object-oriented analysis techniques: system use case modeling, sequence diagramming, class modeling, activity diagramming, and user interface prototyping. In Chapter 7, you see how your analysis efforts bridge the gap between requirements and system design.

6.11 Review Questions

1. Develop system use cases for the use case diagram of Figure 3-10. Use the essential use cases you developed for Question 1 in Chapter 3 as your starting point.

2. Rework the class diagrams of Figures 6-15, 6-16, and 6-18 to include the fact that professors also enroll in seminars exactly the way students do. For the purpose of this question, focus on the associations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Definitions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cohesion.</strong> The degree of relatedness within an encapsulated unit (such as a component or a class).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Package.</strong> A UML construct that enables you to organize model elements into groups.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
between classes and the resulting opportunities for applying inheritance, if any. Draw a new class diagram that includes the inheritance hierarchy, assists association between “Professor” and “Seminar,” and any new associations. Justify any new applications of inheritance.

3. Your coworker has two classes, A and B, and she knows some sort of relationship exists between them. However, what she isn’t sure of is whether it is an association, an aggregation association, a composition association, or an inheritance relationship. Develop a UML activity diagram to help your coworker decide among the different types of relationships.

4. The “Enroll in Seminar” use case, described in Figure 6-3, states that when a student is not qualified to enroll in a seminar, a list of the prerequisites for that seminar would be displayed. What changes to the conceptual class diagram developed in Section 6.3 would need to be made to support this feature? What association(s) did you need to add? What do you think the multiplicities would be? Why? The role(s)? Why? Is there more than one way to model this? If so, what are the trade-offs?

5. Develop a UML activity model describing the business logic of the “Enroll in Seminar” use case described in Figure 6-2. Be sure to include the alternate courses described in the figure. Are any alternate courses missing? If so, model them in your activity diagram. Is there any opportunity for performing some activities in parallel?

6. Both Figures 6-20 and 6-24 showed a similar use of composition. A component is potentially composed of other components and an organization is potentially composed of other organizations. Discuss why this may or may not indicate the existence of a “composition pattern.” Has such a pattern been previously identified? (Do a search of the patterns literature.)

7. Apply the Contact Point and Business Entity analysis patterns to your class model for the university. Discuss how this has improved your model. Has this detracted from your model in any way? If so,

---

**DEFINITION**

**Baseline.** A tested and certified version of a deliverable representing a conceptual milestone, which, thereafter, serves as the basis for further development and that can be modified only through formal change control procedures. A particular version becomes a baseline when a responsible group decides to designate it as such.
how? Do you need to verify this change with your SMEs? Why or why not?

8. Develop sequence diagrams for your use cases in Question 1. As you develop the sequence diagrams, update your conceptual class model to reflect new operations or classes you identify. Also, update the logic of your system use cases as appropriate.

9. Develop a conceptual class model for the bank case study, described in Section 3.10.1, following the approach described in this chapter. First, start with your CRC model, and then try to flesh it out as best you can (develop sequence diagrams for the use cases you developed in Chapter 3). When you have done so, baseline your model. You may decide to organize your model using packages, as well as apply common analysis patterns.

10. Compare and contrast the information content of your domain model (your CRC model), and your conceptual class model for the bank case study. What are the strengths and weaknesses of each model? Why?

11. Compare and contrast the narrative style for writing use cases with the action-response style. What are the advantages and disadvantages of each? When would or wouldn’t you use each approach?

12. Search the Web for documentation templates for use cases, actors, and user interface specifications. For use case templates, compare and contrast the content they capture with what has been suggested in this book.

13. Search the Web for papers and information about object-oriented analysis. Compare and contrast the various techniques. Formulate a reason why differences exist among the various approaches and discuss the advantages and disadvantages of having different approaches available to you.